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РЕФЕРАТ 
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Настоящий документ является отчетом по результатам выполнения мегагранта 

«Когнитивная нейробиология процессов научения и восприятия языка», поддержанного 

Правительством РФ (2017 – 2019 гг.) в рамках программы поддержки научных 

исследований по Постановлению 220. Изначально финансирование проекта было 

рассчитано на три года. Таким образом, данный отчет является завершающим. Вместе с 

тем, по результатам успешно пройденной осенью 2019-го года экспертизы проект был 

продлен еще на два года. Это позволит нам развить ряд исследовательских направлений, 

которые были начаты в созданной нами новой лаборатории, и вывести их на более 

высокий уровень, чем тот, который был предусмотрен первоначальным планом работ. 

Основная часть данного документа содержит подробное описание наших научных 

результатов, полученных за третий год реализации проекта. Однако, прежде чем перейти 

к более детальному обсуждению основных исследовательских достижений, мы кратко 

суммируем общие итоги работы. 

Проект ставил перед собой две масштабные цели:  

(1) реализацию комплексной исследовательской программы по изучению 

нейрокогнитивных основ процессов научения и восприятия языка;  

(2) создание новой лаборатории, технологическое, аппаратурное и 

интеллектуальное оснащение которой позволят обеспечить проведение широкого спектра 

нейрокогнитивных и поведенческих исследований.  

В соответствии с этим, основные цели проекта заключались в изучении мозговых и 

нейрокогнитивных механизмов освоения (1) новых словоформ, (2) их семантики и (3) 

соответствующих им артикуляторных паттернов при помощи неинвазивных 

электрофизиологических методов нейровизуализации – (а) многоканальной 

электроэнцефалографии и (б) микрополяризационной стимуляции мозга постоянным 

током. Отдельно ставились задачи по изучению мозговых процессов научения у (а) 

взрослых испытуемых и (б) детей дошкольного возраста. Для их достижения решались 

вопросы, связанные с (4) постройкой и оснащением лабораторных помещений и рабочего 

пространства и (5) формированием и обучением рабочего коллектива, обладающего 
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компетенциями, необходимыми для решения поставленных научных задач. 

Запланированные результаты проекта:  

- получение данных касательно активации различных зон головного мозга у 

взрослых и детей при освоении нового языкового материала,  

- установление причинно-следственных взаимосвязей между транскраниальной 

электрической стимуляцией мозга и эффективностью процессов речевого научения,   

- создание экспериментальных методик для изучения различных аспектов речевого 

научения (протоколов, стимульных последовательностей, парадигм и т.п.),  

 - публикации в научных журналах, входящих в базу данных Web of Science. 

В настоящее время можно утверждать, что в течение 2017-2019 гг. все изначально 

поставленные нами в заявке цели и задачи были успешно выполнены, а также был 

полностью реализован заявленный план работ.   

Основные результаты: 

- разработан ряд кросс-дисциплинарных экспериментальных парадигм для 

поведенческого и нейрофизиологического изучения механизмов, ответственных за 

освоение новых слов и формирование кортикальных репрезентаций нового языкового 

материала; 

- проведены электрофизиологические эксперименты, показавшие существование 

двух равно эффективных на поведенческом, но различающихся на нейробиологическом 

уровне типов усвоения языковой информации – имплицитного и эксплицитного, а также 

описаны различия в подлежащих им мозговых механизмах; 

- проведены экспериментальные работы по изучению нейрофизиологических 

процессов, лежащих в основе усвоения абстрактной и конкретной речевой информации; 

- описаны особенности мозговых механизмов, отвечающих за моментальное 

речевое научение у детей дошкольного возраста; 

- разработаны методы малоинвазивного стимуляционного воздействия на мозг для 

модификации (ускорения или замедления) процессов усвоения языкового материала; 

- произведено уточнение электрофизиологических показателей вклада 

артикуляторного научения в образование лексико-семантических следов памяти; 

- ведется дальнейшая проработка методов оптимизации процессов научения при 

помощи малоинвазивной нейростимуляции. 

Научным коллективом Лаборатории за время реализации проекта были 

подготовлены и опубликованы 15 статей по направлению научного исследования в 

научных изданиях, индексируемых в базе данных «Сеть науки» (Web of Science) (2017 год 

– 3 статьи; 2018 год – 5 статей; 2019 год – 7 статей). Кроме того, ряд статей на настоящий 
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момент находится на стадии подготовки или рецензирования. 

Отдельным достижением коллектива лаборатории является продолжающаяся 

работа над специальным тематическим выпуском международного рецензируемого 

научного журнала Frontiers in Human Neuroscience (Импакт-фактор(WOS) = 3.964, Q2) 

Brain-Behavior Interfaces in Linguistic Communication, что позволит создать платформу для 

представления научных результатов лаборатории в мировом научном пространстве и 

укрепления ее положительной репутации. Двое членов научного коллектива лаборатории 

(Ю.Ю. Штыров и О.В. Щербакова) входят в состав редакционной коллегии спецвыпуска, 

что отражает достигнутое международное признание.  

В соответствии с изначально заявленным планом рабат, была подготовлена 1 

заявка на выдачу патента, авторами которого являются ведущий ученый и ряд других 

членов научного коллектива. Данная заявка была успешно одобрена соответствующим 

патентным бюро, что подтверждено получением патента. 

На начальном этапе работы нами были созданы тщательно разработанные 

экспериментальные парадигмы для дальнейших серий экспериментов, направленных (1) 

на изучение процессов, лежащих в основе усвоения абстрактной и конкретной речевой 

информации, и (2) на изучение имплицитного и эксплицитного способов речевого 

научения. И тот, и другой вопрос являются крайне важными с теоретической точки 

зрения, но в то же время они оба остаются одними из самых трудноразрешимых проблем 

психолингвистики и когнитивной нейронауки.  

В наших экспериментах мы в заданном порядке предъявляли испытуемым 

вербальные (представленные в зрительной или слуховой модальностях) и иконические 

стимулы, содержащие специально созданные нами новые (т.е. не существующие в 

естественном языке) словоформы (псевдослова). Как следует из результатов 

поведенческих замеров, проведенных после обучающих сессий, основные эффекты 

научения заключаются в мгновенной лексикализации новых конкретных и абстрактных 

понятий, которая происходит еще до наступления стадии ночной консолидации. Вместе с 

тем, разрушение не использующихся испытуемым абстрактных (но не конкретных) 

репрезентаций становится более заметным с течением времени (в то время как 

дополнительно подкрепляемые понятия, напротив, сохраняются в памяти гораздо лучше); 

вполне возможно, этот факт указывает на особую роль, которую конкретные, 

укорененные в сенсомоторном опыте испытуемого, семантические признаки новых 

понятий играют в формировании устойчивых репрезентаций. Следует особо отметить, что 

данные о такого рода научении были получены при достаточно малом числе 

предъявлений новых стимулов (в данном случае – всего 5-ти проб), в то время как многие 
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предыдущие эксперименты использовали десятки и даже сотни повторений.  

Также была успешно реализована на практике часть эксперимента, направленного 

на изучение механизмов эксплицитного кодирования (explicit encoding, ЕЕ) и 

имплицитного научения (т.н. "fast mapping", FM) новым словоформам. В рамках 

созданной нами экспериментальной парадигмы было достоверно показано, что овладение 

новыми словоформами происходит одинаково успешно как в случае с заданиями, 

предполагающими имплицитное научение (FM), так и в случае с теми, которые 

задействуют эксплицитное кодирование (ЕЕ). Подобные результаты были получены на 

основе анализа как поведенческих данных (времени реакции и правильности ответов), так 

и динамики амплитуд вызванных потенциалов (ВП), записанных в ходе выполнения 

испытуемыми экспериментальных заданий. При этом ЭЭГ-данные указывают на то, что 

два гипотетически различных механизма научения действительно могут иметь под собой 

разные нейрофизиологические основания. Несмотря на то, что оба типа обучения привели 

к быстрым изменениям ВП, что можно интерпретировать как описанное ранее в 

литературе быстрое образование мнемического контура (преимущественно 

проявляющееся как нарастание негативности на ранних интервалах ВП, в районе 80-130 и 

150-200 мс), сама динамика этих электрофизиологических изменений была различной. 

Хотя научение в обоих типах экспериментальных условий приводило и к улучшению 

результатов на поведенческом уровне, и к изменениям ВП, мы обнаружили эффект 

взаимодействия между фактором новизны и типом научения на самом раннем этапе ВП, а 

также тройное взаимодействие между фактором новизны, временем предъявления и 

типом научения на втором анализируемом временном интервале. Вероятно, первый из 

обнаруженных эффектов вызван более сильной позитивностью, возникающей в ответ на 

предъявление новых словоформ в условиях эксплицитного, но не имплицитного обучения. 

Второй же упомянутый эффект представляется еще более интересным: если предъявление 

новых словоформ как в ЕЕ, так и в FM условиях приводило к увеличению негативности 

ВП, равно как и предъявление знакомых словоформ в FM условиях, то предъявление 

знакомых словоформ в ЕЕ условиях давало противоположный эффект. 

Данные парадигмы и полученные на их основе исходные результаты, вкупе с 

гигантским объемом работ по созданию с нуля новых лабораторных помещений, их 

оснащению и подготовке персонала, заложили основы для дальнейших научных 

исследований в рамках проекта. Во второй год реализации проекта мы продолжили 

исследования, связанные с изучением двух различных типов научения (эксплицитного на 

основе прямого объяснения и имплицитного усвоения новой информации, полученной из 

контекста), а также исследования процессов усвоения различных типа лексико-
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семантических единиц (конкретных и абстрактных слов, а также различных типов 

конкретной семантики, напр., манипулируемыe объекты и животные). Более того, в 

дополнение к чисто перцептивному уровню овладения языком, который до сих пор 

являлся основным предметом нашего интереса, мы начали изучение того, как 

эффективность усвоения новых словоформ связана с их артикуляционным повторением в 

процессе научения. В области методологии мы приступили к использованию 

нейростимуляционных методик. Что касается исследуемых групп, мы расширили наши 

поведенческие и ЭЭГ-исследования, включив в них нормально развивающихся детей 

дошкольного возраста (критического для освоения языка). 

Нами было показано существование специфических паттернов 

электрофизиологической активации, сопровождающей усвоение новых словоформ и 

различающейся в зависимости как от типа научения, так и от семантических особенностей 

предъявляемых лексических единиц. Так, нами были обнаружены возникающие на ранних 

этапах обработки (<200 мс с момента предъявления стимула) различия между ВП-

ответами на аудиальное предъявление новых слов, выученных эксплицитным и 

имплицитным способом. Эти различия проявляются в отчетливой дифференциации между 

топографией мозговой активации: активность, соответствующая т.н. быстрому 

картированию, имеет левополушарную латерализацию, в то время как эксплицитное 

научение активирует передне-центральные области. Эти результаты свидетельствуют в 

пользу того, что в работу механизмов быстрого картирования вовлечены базовые 

левополушарные системы, связанные с обработкой языка, – в противовес системам, 

отвечающим за реализацию исполнительных функций и предположительно участвующих 

в эксплицитном научении. Более того, описанные эффекты, начиная с ранних стадий 

обработки, опосредованы семантическими характеристиками стимулов (в данном случае 

использовались два типа слов: слова, обозначающие животных, и слова, обозначающие 

неодушевленные объекты), что подтверждает идею о том, что данные 

нейрофизиологические корреляты научения не только отражают поверхностное усвоение 

словоформ, но и являются специфичными в отношении их семантики.  

Изучение процессов усвоения конкретных и абстрактных семантических единиц 

было продолжено в аналогичном ключе: на основе визуального предъявления новых 

словоформ, неизвестное испытуемым значение которых прояснялось постепенно, через 

развертку соответствующего им контекста. В рамках этого направления исследований 

были обнаружены различия в амплитудах ВП-ответов, которые появляются в 

центральных областях, начиная с ~80 мс после момента предъявления словоформ: 

усвоение абстрактных стимулов сопряжено с более латерализованной активностью, 
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возникающей около 200 мс, по сравнению с усвоением конкретных стимулов. Эти 

результаты позволяют предполагать существование различных источников кортикальной 

активности, соответствующей усвоению абстрактной и конкретной семантики: если 

первая сопряжена с работой темпорально-фронтальных нейрональных контуров левого 

полушария, то вторая является более топографически распределенной и в большей 

степени зависит от значения стимула. 

Работа с применением метода ЭЭГ была продолжена на выборке детей-

дошкольников в возрасте 5 – 7 лет, который считается критическим для овладения 

языком. Использованная нами ранее экспериментальная парадигма для изучения 

процессов быстрого картирования была максимально адаптирована с учетом 

особенностей данной возрастной группы: сокращена, упрощена и переведена в игровой 

режим. Важной особенностью адаптированной версии стало то, что мы использовали 

короткий сбалансированный набор стимульных слов и псевдослов, которые 

предъявлялись однократно и чье значение испытуемому надо было самостоятельно 

вывести из контекста. Хотя решение об однократном предъявлении новых словоформ 

было достаточно рискованным, оно вполне себя оправдало: результаты показали, что 

всего одного аудиального предъявления новых слов достаточно для того, чтобы у данной 

группы испытуемых сформировались соответствующие репрезентации. Об этом позволяет 

говорить усиление ВП-ответов, наблюдающееся в передне-центральных областях спустя 

~200-400 мс после распознания стимула. Полученные результаты подчеркивают 

поразительную способность детского мозга к мгновенному усвоению слов: в то время как 

у взрослых аналогичные изменения в процессе чисто перцептивного научения возникают, 

согласно данным наших предшествующих исследований, спустя более чем 100 

предъявлений, или, в случае семантического научения (которое использовалось в рамках 

данного проекта), после примерно 10 проб, мозг ребенка оказывается способен построить 

поддающуюся измерению и фиксации нейрональную репрезентацию моментально, после 

однократного предъявления стимула. С другой стороны, сама по себе динамика ВП 

оказалась более медленной (начиная с 200, а не с 80-100 мс), что является типичным для 

слуховых ВП у детей.  

Несмотря на то, что по очевидным причинам мы не могли использовать 

нейростимуляционные методы на детской выборке, мы успешно применяли их для работы 

со взрослыми испытуемыми, используя ТЭС в рамках экспериментальной парадигмы по 

изучению 1) процессов усвоения конкретной и абстрактной семантики и 2) имплицитного 

и эксплицитного типов научения. В обоих случаях были получены убедительные 

результаты.  
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В рамках экспериментальной парадигмы быстрого картирования изучалось 

влияние ТЭС посредством варьирования как полярности (режима) стимуляции, так и 

подлежащей стимулированию зоны мозга. Было зафиксировано отчетливое улучшение 

показателей научения в группах испытуемых, подвергшихся воздействию ТЭС, по 

сравнению с группами, в которых применялась плацебо (т.н. шэм)-стимуляция. Несмотря 

на то, что межгрупповые различия в основном проявлялись в виде взаимодействий между 

экспериментальными факторами, нам представляется возможным сделать общий вывод о 

том, что транскраниальная электрическая стимуляция зон Брока и Вернике позволяет 

сократить время реакции и повысить ее точность. Хотя конкретные эффекты различались 

в зависимости от типа предъявляемых стимулов, подвергавшейся стимуляции зоны мозга, 

режима стимуляции и типа научения, мы не обнаружили какого-либо ингибирующего 

влияния ТЭС. Эти результаты отличны от тех, которые были ранее описаны в литературе 

по моторному научению и показали противоположное (ингибирующее/фасилитирующее) 

влияние анодного и катодного типов стимуляции. Мы полагаем, что эти различия 

объясняются отсутствием каких-либо универсальных связанных с полярностью 

закономерностей и в большей степени зависят от того, какая именно кортикальная 

система подвергается стимуляции. Как правило, усвоение новых слов происходило более 

эффективно после стимуляции зоны Брока, что подчеркивает важность этой области мозга 

не только для производства речевой продукции, но и для овладения речью. Сказанное 

относится как к лексическому, так и к семантическому уровням усвоения речевой 

информации. Сравнение ТЭС различной полярности показало, что в целом катодная 

стимуляция является более эффективной, чем анодная, в отношении сокращения времени 

реакции, однако этот эффект был обнаружен лишь в некоторых из использовавшихся 

нами проверочных заданий.  

Аналогично, было показано, что как катодная, так и анодная стимуляция зоны 

Вернике, предшествующая научению новым конкретным и абстрактным словам, может 

способствовать контекстному освоению новых значений. Также было обнаружено, что 

влияние катодной стимуляции на эффективность научения новым абстрактным словам 

даже на самых ранних этапах этого процесса (начиная с распознания словоформы) 

является более сильным. В свою очередь, анодная стимуляция может способствовать 

сохранению как конкретной, так и абстрактной информации за счет влияния на процессы 

консолидации в долговременной памяти. Наконец, есть основания полагать, что катодная 

стимуляция зоны Вернике оказывает специфическое воздействие на сохранение 

репрезентаций новых абстрактных слов, что подчеркивает роль этой области мозга (а 

возможно, и соседствующих с ней областей) в обработке абстрактных значений. 
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В процессе применения ТЭС мы также варьировали дополнительную переменную, 

которая заключалась в том, что испытуемых просили артикулировать названия некоторых 

из заучиваемых слов. Хотя взаимодействия между различными параметрами ТЭС и 

артикуляцией оказались не очень сильными, было обнаружено несколько более 

эффективное научение словам, освоение которых сопровождалось артикуляцией и 

одновременным стимулированием зоны Брока. Это позволяет предполагать наличие 

фасилитирующего воздействия электрической стимуляции на формирование 

полноценного мнемического следа, включающего в себя перцептивные и моторные 

компоненты, как минимум при условии сопровождающей научение артикуляции. Мы 

продолжаем развивать данное направление исследований, нацеленное на выяснение 

эффектов артикуляции. 

В последний год выполнения проекта мы продолжили изучать характер 

взаимодействия между различными режимами обучения и смысловыми параметрами 

подлежащих освоению стимулов с помощью поведенческих и электрофизиологических 

методов. Особое внимание было уделено 1) освоению новых семантических единиц 

маленькими детьми; 2) электорофизиологическим коррелятам абстрактного и конкретного 

научения; 3) влиянию артикуляции на освоение новых слов, которая подверглась 

изучению с помощью методов ЭЭГ (ВП) и ТЭС на взрослых испытуемых, а также с 

помощью адаптированной экспериментальной парадигмы, основанной только на 

применении метода ЭЭГ, – на детях.  

Результаты изучения мозговых механизмов освоения языковой информации у 

детей раннего возраста на данном этапе показали, что изменение амплитуды ВП на 

временном интервале 350-400 мс выявляет значимый эффект научения: усиление 

нейрональной активации наблюдается во фронтальных областях в ответ на предъявление 

знакомых и вновь выученных словоформ, в отличие от контрольных стимулов, не 

использованных в обучающей сессии. На интервале 450-500 мс выявлена статистическая 

тенденция, указывающая на увеличение амплитуды ВП в левом полушарии. 

Предварительный анализ источников активности методом LORETA подтверждает 

увеличение активности для вновь выученных словоформ в лобной и височной областях 

левого полушария. Также в настоящее время проводится разработка и апробация 

оптимальных математических алгоритмов для обработки и анализа всего пула 

поведенческих данных. Предварительный анализ тестов на усвоение новых словоформ: а) 

воспроизведение усвоенных словоформ по памяти; б) узнавание усвоенных словоформ 

среди других стимулов (в т.ч. новых и словоформ-конкурентов) – показывает 

относительно невысокий уровень усвоения новых словоформ у детей. Предварительный 
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анализ тестов на усвоение семантики новых словоформ: а) тест семантического 

соответствия «слово – картинка»; б) тест на определение значения новых слов, 

предъявленных в обучающей сессии, – выявили более успешное выполнение данного типа 

заданий: большая часть выборки правильно идентифицирует изображение, 

соответствующее новому слову, и дает правильные определения значений для новых 

словоформ. Результаты, полученные на данном этапе исследования, позволяют сделать 

следующие предварительные выводы. В процессе имплицитного научения 

развивающийся мозг способен к быстрому формированию новых связей уже после 

однократного предъявления новых элементов, что приводит к появлению паттернов 

нейрональной активности, отражающих активацию новых следов памяти. При освоении 

новых словоформ с родной фонологией быстрые пластические изменения наблюдаются в 

нейронных сетях, вовлеченных в обработку родного языка. В связи с этим необходимы 

дальнейшие исследования для установления взаимосвязи нейрофизиологических индексов 

с поведенческими показателями имплицитного научения в раннем возрасте. 

В серии экспериментов, посвященных сравнению процессов семантического 

усвоения новых конкретных и абстрактных понятий, сравнительный анализ с помощью 

непараметрического критерия Вилкоксона выявил значимые различия между 

конкретными (КП) и абстрактными (АП) понятиями по количеству правильно 

воспроизведенных букв словоформ и времени реакции в заданиях на узнавание и 

лексическое решение. Различия в точности формулировки определений и правильности их 

выбора из четырех вариантов обнаружены на уровне тенденции. Таким образом, 

конкретность понятия отрицательно влияет на запоминание соответствующей ему 

словоформы (полноту ее воспроизведения и скорость узнавания), но положительно – на 

усвоение ее значения. Анализ вызванных потенциалов в ответ на абстрактные и 

конкретные вербальные стимулы проводился на промежутках 96-116 мс, 136-156 мс, 196-

216 мс после начала предъявления стимулов. Полученные к данному моменту результаты 

кластерного анализа указывают на то, что существуют различия в амплитудах ВП, 

возникающих в ответ на предъявление конкретных понятий и существующих слов: в 

интервале 96-116 мс во фронтальной и теменной областях правого полушария, в 

интервале 136-156 мс в центральной и фронтально-височной областях нейрональных 

контуров правого полушария. В то же время сравнение ВП, возникающих в ответ на 

предъявление абстрактных понятий и существующих слов, показало, что в интервале 96-

116 мс наблюдаются различия преимущественно во фронтальной области, а в интервале 

136-156 мс – во фронтально-височной области левого полушария. Амплитуды ВП, 

возникающих в ответ на предъявление конкретных слов и контрольных псевдослов, 
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значимо различаются в интервале 136-156 мс в правой теменной доле, при этом в том же 

временном диапазоне различий между ВП, возникающих в ответ на предъявление 

абстрактных понятий и контрольных псевдослов, не было выявлено. На интервале 196-216 

мс различий в результатах кластерного анализа не было обнаружено. Таким образом, 

можно говорить о противоположных эффектах конкретности на лексическом 

(словоформы) и семантическом (смысл слова) уровнях; при этом ответы мозга на новые 

конкретные и абстрактные термины значимо различаются, что позволяет предположить 

существование различных нейробиологических механизмов их усвоения. В настоящее 

время проводится дополнительная статистическая обработка данных и анализ 

кортикальных источников, зарегистрированных на уровне ВП-эффектов.  

Еще одно направление наших исследований было связано с изучением влияния 

выработки артикуляторных программ на усвоение семантических свойств новых 

словоформ у взрослых испытуемых – с использованием как электрофизиологического 

метода (регистрации вызванных потенциалов головного мозга (ВП)), так и метода ТЭС, 

применявшегося для стимуляции основных речевых зон с целью воздействия на процесс 

научения. Несмотря на то, что влияние артикуляционного задания на результаты научения 

было слабым, оно проявилось как в ЭЭГ- (обнаружив сложное взаимодействие между 

способом научения и наличием/отсутствием артикулирования), так и в ТЭС-данных, 

показавших влияние артикуляторного научения на лексический и семантический уровни 

усвоения информации. Важно отметить, что последняя серия результатов выявила как 

общее влияние ТЭС (проявившееся в улучшении показателей научения после стимуляции 

в целом), так и специфику, связанную со стимуляцией конкретной области мозга в 

различных режимах (проявляющуюся, в частности, в улучшении показателей 

артикуляторного научения после ТЭС-воздействия на зону Брока). В целом, эти 

результаты показывают, что современные электрофизиологические инструменты могут 

быть использованы не только для регистрации формирования и активации новых 

мнемических следов, создающихся в процессе усвоения новых языковых единиц, но и для 

воздействия на этот процесс посредством нейростимуляции, что дает надежду на их 

будущее использование для коррекции речевых нарушений и повышения эффективности 

усвоения языка здоровыми людьми.   

Мы также изучали процессы артикуляторного научения у детей с использованием 

метода ВП (но не ТЭС, безопасность которой для развивающегося мозга еще не 

подтверждена). Анализ ВП-данных выявил влияние артикуляторного научения только на 

уровне тенденции – в интервалах 391-441 мс и 480-530 мс различия в амплитудах ВП 

были более выражены в случае ранее знакомых слов. Тем не менее, анализ с применением 
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метода LORETA показал наличие двустороннего увеличения активности в височной доле 

и области 22 по Бродманну, при этом наибольшая активность наблюдалась в правом 

полушарии для заучиваемых новых слов, предъявлявшихся после артикуляторного 

научения. Для выявления источников мозговой активности, лежащих в основе динамики 

ВП, связанной с артикуляторным научением, необходимо проведение более детального 

анализа. Результаты, полученные на выборке детей, также позволили выявить значимое 

влияние научения на позднем участке интервала 646-696 мс в средней группе электродов 

и влияние на уровне тенденции – в левосторонней группе электродов, что указывает на 

существование значимых различий между стимулами, предъявлявшимися в условиях без 

артикуляции, и контрольными стимулами. Более того, в этом же интервале было 

обнаружено увеличение негативности ВП в ответ на контрольные псевдослова – по 

сравнению с заучиваемыми неартикулировавшимися псевдословами, а также всеми 

остальными неартикулировавшимися стимулами. Это позволяет предположить, что задача 

на семантическое научение приводит к усилению активации мнемического следа как для 

новых, так и для знакомых стимулов. Это может указывать на мгновенное образование 

репрезентаций новых слов, также как на дальнейшее упрочивание уже существующих 

репрезентаций знакомых слов.  Насколько нам известно, эти данные являются первым 

нейрофизиологическим свидетельством в пользу важности той роли, которую семантика 

играет в мгновенном образовании нейрональных репрезентаций в развивающемся мозге. 

Анализ с помощью метода LORETA подтвердил увеличение активности в левой височной 

области для всех типов выучиваемых словоформ, а также выявил увеличенную 

активность источников в левой лобной доле в ответ на предъявление новых словоформ 

после задания на семантическое научение. Это может указывать на то, что в 

развивающемся мозге уже существующие нейронные контуры, специализирующиеся на 

освоении родного языка, оказываются также вовлечены в обработку новых словоформ с 

«родной» фонологией.  

Одной из наших основных практических задач стало создание новой лаборатории 

для проведения нейрокогнитивных исследований. Лаборатория была создана в условиях, в 

которых подобная научная работа в аналогичном масштабе до настоящего момента не 

проводилась. В настоящее время факультет психологии СПбГУ продолжает научные 

традиций одной из классических отечественных психологических школ, которая в 

большей степени относится к гуманитарной области знаний. Поэтому лабораторию 

предстояло создать с нуля: к моменту начала проекта у нас в распоряжении не было 

какого-либо готового к использованию оборудования, помещений или уже имеющейся 

инфраструктуры, на которую можно было бы опираться на начальных этапах. За три года 
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были перестроены, отремонтированы и оснащены лабораторные и офисные помещения. 

На данный момент в нашем распоряжении имеются два современных лабораторных 

помещения для проведения электрофизиологических исследований (оба находятся в 

здании факультета психологии СПбГУ, занимающего удобное расположение в центре 

города). В нашем распоряжении находятся: 1) две системы для записи ЭЭГ высокой 

плотности (128-канальные ЭЭГ-системы actiCHamp, Brain Products Gmbh, Гильхинг, 

Германия), обеспечивающие возможность для параллельной работы с двумя 

испытуемыми; 2) две экранированные камеры, обеспечивающие защиту от электрических 

наводок и звукоизоляцию; 3) переносная 32-канальная система для выездной регистрации 

ЭЭГ (BrainProducts); 4) оборудование (Polhemus Fastrack, Polhemus, Колчестер, 

Вирджиния, США) и программное обеспечение (пакеты BrainStorm и SPM) для 3-D 

оцифровки индивидуальных метрических параметров головы испытуемого вместе с 

располагающимися на ней электродами и сопоставления полученных данных с 

индивидуальными МРТ-сканами для последующей автоматической сегментации 

последних на анатомические структуры и точного определения источников электрической 

активности мозга; 5) установка для проведения нейромодуляционных исследований с 

помощью транскраниальной электрической стимуляции (tDCS) (BrainSTIM, EMS, 

Болонья, Италия); 6) установки для предъявления аудио- и визуальных стимулов (на 

основе программной среды Presentation v.20, Neurobehavioural Systems, Беркли, 

Калифорния, США); 7) оборудование для проведения поведенческих проб (CEDRUS, Сан 

Педро, Калифорния), оснащенное системой видео-мониторинга; 8) установки для 

хранения и обработки данных (в т.ч. BrainVision Analyzer 2, Brain Products, и BerlinBCI 

Matlab toolbox) 

В распоряжении лаборатории находятся два отремонтированных офисных 

помещения, оснащенных всем необходимым для продуктивной работы сотрудников, для 

проведения рабочих встреч, анализа данных и подготовки статей, а также складское 

помещение для хранения комплектующих и расходных материалов лаборатории. 

Подводя итоги, можно заключить, что мы успешно завершили третий год работы в 

рамках проекта, первоначально запланированного как трехлетний. Все цели и задачи 

проекта были полностью выполнены. На протяжении запланированного периода 

продления работы по проекту (2020 – 2021) мы будем как развивать уже существующие 

направления исследований, так и существенно выйдем за рамки изначального плана, 

осуществляя еще более детальное и всестороннее изучение мозговых механизмов 

научения. Наши планы на этот период изложены в заключительном разделе отчета, 

посвященном обсуждению текущих результатов и направлений будущих исследований.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Report 125 p., 1 part, 41 figures, 6 tables, 96 ref., 1 appendix. 

Keywords: language, speech, word acquisition, memory trace, brain, abstract semantics, 

concrete semantics, implicit learning, explicit learning, fast mapping, electroencephalography 

(EEG), event-related (evoked) potentials (ERPs), transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), 

P220 (megagrant). 

 

The present document reports on advances in the “megagrant” project dedicated to 

Cognitive neuroscience of learning and language comprehension, which has been supported by 

the RF government over the period of 2017-2019 under the auspices of P220 research support 

framework. Initially, the project was funded for three years, implying this to be the final progress 

report. However, following its successful evaluation in the fall of 2019, the project has already 

been granted a 2-year extension, which allows us to complete the wide range of research strands 

initiated at the new lab and expand them further, beyond the original research plan. The main 

body of this document covers in detail the specific research achievements during the third year. 

Here, we summarise the overall progress first, before highlighting the main research results in 

more detail.  

The project, from the outset, was aimed at achieving two main goals: 

(1) to implement an ambitious and comprehensive research program into the 

neurocognitive mechanisms of language learning, and  

(2) to establish a new laboratory at the host institution, which would have the skills, 

technology and knowhow to support a broad range of investigations into brain and behavior. 

The main project objectives have been focused on the study of neurocognitive 

mechanisms of acquisition of (1) novel word-forms, (2) their lexical semantics and (3) their 

respective articulatory programs, all achieved by means of non-invasive neuroimaging 

techniques, namely (a) high-density electroencephalography and (b) transcranial direct current 

stimulation. The brain processes of learning are specifically targeted at (а) adult population and 

(b) pre-school children. To achieve these aims, the project also targeted goals related to (4) 

setting up and equipping state-of-the-art laboratory facilities and necessary working 

infrastructure (5) establishing a research team and training its members to equip them with the 

competencies necessary for solving the project’s scientific tasks.  

The project was envisaged to produce the following main results: 

- obtaining data on brain activation patterns in adults and children in the process of 

learning novel language materials, 

- studying causal relationships between transcranial electric stimulation (tDCS) and 
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efficiency of word learning processes, 

- creation of experimental approaches to address various aspects of language learning 

(protocols, stimulus sequences, paradigms and etc.), 

-  publications in peer-reviewed journals referenced in the Web of Science database. 

At present, it can be reported that all the goals and objectives set for the project in the 

original application and work plan have been successfully completed during 2017-2019. 

The main results of the project are as follows: 

- we created a set of cross-disciplinary experimental paradigms for behavioral and 

neurophysiological investigations of the brain mechanisms underpinning novel word acquisition 

and build-up of new neurolinguistic representation; 

- we conducted electrophysiological experiments, which demonstrated two different brain 

routes for word acquisition – implicit and explicit learning mechanisms – both equally efficient 

on the behavioural level, but, as shown by our results, diverging in their neurobiological 

implementation; 

- we conducted a series of experiments aimed at understanding the brain mechanisms 

underpinning the acquisition of abstract vs. concrete semantics; 

- we have described specific brain dynamics of word learning in pre-school children, 

underpinning immediate acquisition of new words in this age group;  

- we have developed non-invasive approaches using brain stimulation to modify (speed 

up or slow down) word acquisition processes; 

- we have detailed electrophysiological indices of contribution of articulatory learning 

into lexico-semantic memory trace formation; 

- we are engaged in further development of techniques aimed at optimizing learning 

processes using non-invasive neurostimulation. 

During the project period, members of our research team produced and published 15 

articles in scientific journals indexed by the Web of Science Core Collection database (2017 – 3 

articles; 2018 – 5 articles; 2019 – 7 articles). At this time, a number of further articles are being 

reviewed by various journals or are being prepared. 

Another result achieved by the newly established Laboratory is an ongoing editing (by Y. 

Shtyrov and O. Shcherbakova) of a Research Topic of Frontiers in Human Neuroscience 

(Impact-factor(WOS) = 3.964, Q2) – Brain-Behavior Interfaces in Linguistic Communication. 

This special issue of one of the most reputable peer-reviewed journals will contribute directly to 

the international visibility of our research and further promotion of the laboratory achievements.  

In compliance with the original work plan, an application for registration of an object of 

intellectual property in the selected research domain authored by members of the academic staff 
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of the laboratory was submitted and has been approved by the relevant RF patent and copyright 

authority in 2019. 

At the start of the project, we set out by creating a range of elaborate research paradigms 

for parallel series of experiments aimed at (1) investigations of processes underpinning 

acquisition of abstract and concrete information, and (2) research into implicit and explicit 

learning mechanisms. Both questions are of high theoretical importance and remain among the 

most difficult unresolved issues in language sciences and cognitive neuroscience. 

We used timed presentations of verbal (visual or auditory) and pictorial materials that 

included novel carefully crafted word forms and allowed the subjects to acquire their form and 

meaning in a controlled way. The results, as evident from the behavioural tests applied post-

learning, suggest an immediate effect of lexicalisation of novel concrete and abstract concepts, 

before the overnight consolidation stage. That said, the decay of unrehearsed abstract (but not 

concrete) knowledge with time appears more noticeable (while additionally practiced items were 

retained much better), possibly stressing the role of concrete sensorimotor semantics in 

establishing robust representations. Notably, such a successful acquisition was done through a 

very limited exposure to a handful of presentations (5 in this study), whereas many previous 

studies used dozens and even hundreds of repetitions. 

Equally successful was the development of controlled paradigms for the experiments 

focused on the explicit encoding (EE) and implicit learning (so called "fast mapping", FM). This 

established a protocol that ensures a rather even performance on both FM and EE types of tasks, 

as evident from both the behavioural testing (reaction times, accuracy) and amplitude dynamics 

of event-related potentials (ERPs) which were acquired using EEG. The EEG data, however, 

indicated potentially different underpinnings of the two putative learning mechanisms: whereas 

both types of learning led to fast ERP changes that could be interpreted in the light of previous 

literature as rapid memory-circuit formation (expressed mostly as negativity increase at early 

ERP latencies of 80-130 and 150-200 ms), these dynamics were not the same. That is, although 

both learning conditions led to improvements in behavioural performance and to ERP changes, 

when analyzing ERP amplitudes, we registered statistical interactions between novelty and 

learning type in the earliest analysis window, and a triple interaction between novelty, exposure 

and learning type in the second interval. The former seemed to be driven by stronger positivity 

for novel explicit but not fast-mapping items. The latter is even more interesting: while both EE 

and FM conditions for novel words lead to a negativity increase, the same is also true for 

familiar FM condition, whereas the opposite is the case for the EE one. 

These elaborate paradigms, the initial results based on them, in combination with a huge 

amount of work invested in creating and equipping new laboratory facilities from scratch and in 
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training new academic staff, laid the ground for further research for the rest of the project period. 

During the second project year, we continued the main research lines addressing different 

strategies/types of learning (explicit learning through direct instruction vs. implicit acquisition of 

novel word information from context) as well as the acquisition of different types of lexical 

semantics (concrete vs. abstract semantics, an important distinction between the types of 

concepts/lexicon our brain has to deal with, as well as different types of concrete semantics, e.g. 

living vs. non-living objects). Moreover, we added, on top of the purely perceptual level of 

acquisition studied initially, the level of articulatory rehearsal of novel vocabulary elements. In 

terms of research methods, during the second project year we added neurostimulation techniques 

to our inventory, while in terms of the population groups, our behavioural and EEG research was 

extended to normally developing pre-school children at the critical age for language acquisition. 

We were able to confirm specific electrophysiological signatures of novel word form 

acquisition, which changed depending on both the learning type and the specific semantics of 

novel stimuli. We found early (<200 ms post-onset) electrophysiological differences for novel 

spoken words acquired via implicit and explicit routes, which became evident as different 

topographically distinct distributions of the surface potential: left-lateralised fast-mapping 

activity vs. fronto-central explicit encoding. This speaks in favour of involvement of left-

lateralised core language system in fast mapping mechanisms vs. possibly executive-system 

driven effects on the instruction-based learning. Furthermore, these effects, from the earliest 

stages, were modulated by the type of semantics (operationalised here as a distinction between 

words denoting animals vs. non-living manipulable objects) confirming that these learning 

signatures reflect meaning-specific processes and not just the acquisition of surface word forms. 

In similar vein, using visually presented novel word forms whose meaning unfolds via a 

short story-like context, we were able to address the acquisition of concrete vs. abstract 

semantics. These became evident as clear centrally distributed amplitude differences from ~80 

ms post-onset onwards, with abstract semantics showing a more lateralised distribution at the 

second activity peak at 200 ms, again paired with different underlying cortical sources of 

activity, likely relying on left temporo-frontal circuits for abstract semantics and more distributed 

meaning-dependent ones for concrete word meanings. 

This EEG work was extended to a group of 5 – 7 y.o. pre-school children, the age critical 

for word/language acquisition. For this group, we adapted our fast mapping paradigm to make it 

more child-friendly and game-like and to make the experiment as short and as easy as possible 

even for our youngest participants. Most importantly, we employed a small balanced set of word 

and pseudoword stimuli in a single-shot inference-based learning design. Although being a risky 

endeavour – dependent on only a single presentation of novel word forms – it produced a clear 
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result indicating a build-up of novel representations for new spoken words in this group of 

subjects. This became evident as a fronto-centrally increased ERP dynamics at ~200-400 ms 

after the recognition point. This result underscores the striking advantage of the child’s brain in 

rapid word learning: whereas similar changes for purely perceptual learning of word forms in 

adults are known from our previous studies to arise from >100 repetitions, or, when semantics is 

attached as done within this project, after 10 trials or so, children’s brain appears to create 

measurable neural representations immediately, after being exposed to a single token of the new 

item. On the other hand, the ERP dynamics per se seems slower (starting from 200, rather than 

80-100 ms), which is typical of children’s auditory evoked potentials. 

While we could not, for obvious reasons, apply neurostimulation methods to our children 

participants, we have successfully done so with adult testing groups and applied tDCS in the 

learning paradigm aimed at concrete vs. abstract semantics as well as the one on implicit vs. 

explicit acquisition. This approach produced clear results. The more elaborate testing of tDCS 

effects implemented in the fast-mapping design modulated both tDCS polarity and stimulation 

site. This showed a clear enhancement of learning performance in tDCS groups as opposed to the 

placebo (sham) one. Whereas between-group differences mostly took shape of interactions, it 

appears that we can make an overall conclusion that tDCS of both Wernicke’s and Broca’s 

generally produces shorter response times and increased accuracies in active tDCS groups in 

comparison with the sham stimulation group. While the exact effects diverged depending on the 

stimulus type, stimulation zone/polarity and learning regime, we did not find any obvious 

suppression effects. This is different from literature, which predominantly reports the opposite 

(suppression/facilitation) effects of anodal and cathodal stimulation, and suggests that this 

dichotomy is not universal but depends on the particular cortical system stimulated. As a rule, 

new word forms were mastered more efficiently when stimulating Broca’s area, highlighting this 

area’s role not only in speech production but in comprehension and acquisition as well. This was 

true for both the lexical level (as evident in the recognition task) and semantic level 

(demonstrated by the word-picture matching task). With regards to polarity, cathodal stimulation 

seemed generally more efficient leading to faster response times than anodal tDCS, although this 

was not found in all tasks. 

Similarly, when stimulating Wernicke’s area prior to training concrete vs. abstract 

semantics, we found that both anodal and cathodal stimulation might improve contextual 

acquisition of novel semantics. These results have also demonstrated a more robust cathodal 

effect on acquisition of novel abstract knowledge even at the very basic stages (starting from 

word form recognition). Anodal stimulation, in turn, may help to retain both novel abstract and 

concrete knowledge, which is associated with consolidation in long-term memory. Finally, 
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cathodal stimulation of Wernicke’s area seemed to have a specific effect on maintaining new 

abstract word representations, highlighting the role of this area (and possibly neighbouring 

temporo-parietal cortices) in abstract semantics. 

More recently, when using tDCS, we have also included an additional manipulation of 

asking our subjects to articulate some of the novel items. The interactions between tDCS and 

articulation manipulation, however, were not very strong, but a small improvement for 

articulatory learning generated by Broca’s area stimulation, possibly suggestive of facilitatory 

effects of electric stimulation on establishing the complete memory circuit composed of 

perceptual and motor elements, at least when articulation is involved. We are continuing this 

research line to scrutinise articulation effect further. 

During the past year, we continued to study the nature of the interactions between 

different learning modes and the semantic parameters of stimuli using behavioral and 

electrophysiological methods. The particular focus was made on (1) the acquisition of novel 

language elements by pre-school children; (2) electrophysiological correlates of abstract vs. 

concrete learning; (3) the effect of articulation on the learning of novel words, which has now 

been addressed using the EEG (ERP) and tDCS techniques in the adult brain, and child-friendly 

EEG-only in young children.  

At present stage, the results of studying the brain mechanisms of word acquisition in a 

group of preschool children have revealed a number of findings. The ERP amplitude dynamics 

exhibited a significant learning effect in the time interval of 350-400 ms including an increased 

neuronal activation in frontal areas in response to the presentation of familiar and novel word-

forms, as opposed to control stimuli not used in the training session. In the 450-500 ms interval, 

there is a near-significant effect suggesting an increase in ERP amplitude specifically over the 

left hemisphere as a result of one-shot training. Preliminary analysis of activity sources using 

LORETA source reconstruction algorithm has indicated that the increase in activity for newly 

learned word forms is underpinned by the left temporo-frontal circuits. In the same experimental 

strand, we also develop and test optimal algorithms for processing and analyzing behavioral data. 

We used different tests to assess the learning new word forms including (a) free recall 

(reproduction as many new word forms as he/she could remember), (b) cued recognition 

(listening to stimuli presented earlier during the experiment along with other novel foils and 

competitor word forms). Their preliminary analysis indicates a relatively low performance in 

overt lexical acquisition of novel word forms by young children. To test the semantic level of 

learning, we used (a) Word-Picture Matching Task, an (b) Word Definition Task. These have 

revealed more successful outcomes at semantic level: most of the sample could correctly identify 

the image corresponding to the new word, and give the correct definition of new word meanings. 
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The results obtained at this stage of the study allow us to draw the following preliminary 

conclusions. In the process of implicit learning, the children’s brain is able to quickly form new 

circuits after even a single presentation of new elements, which leads to the emergence of 

patterns of neuronal activity reflecting the activation of new memory traces. When mastering 

new word forms with native phonology, rapid plastic changes are observed in the neural 

networks involved in the processing of the native language. In this regard, further studies are 

needed to establish the relationship of neurophysiological indexes with behavioral indicators of 

implicit learning at an early age.  

In the experimental series aimed and comparing the processes of learning contextually 

assigned new concrete or abstract meanings, the statistical analysis using non-parametric 

Wilcoxon test revealed significant differences between concrete (CW) and abstract (AW) words 

in terms of the number of correctly reproduced letters of the word form, reaction times in 

recognition and lexical decision tasks. Marginally significant at trend level were differences in 

the accuracy of definitions and the correctness of their choice from four alternative options. 

Thus, word concreteness appears to negatively affect contextual acquisition of the corresponding 

word form (the completeness of its reproduction and the recognition speed), but has a positive 

effect on the acquisition of the word semantics. The analysis of event-related potentials (ERPs), 

collected in the same experiment post-learning in a passive reading task in response to abstract 

and concrete verbal stimuli, as well was control items, indicated a range of effects. The main 

peaks were identified in the intervals of 96-116 ms, 136-156 ms, 196-216 ms after the of 

stimulus onset and were subject to statistical analysis of their amplitudes. The results of cluster 

permutation analysis indicated differences in the amplitudes of the ERP arising in response to the 

novel concrete and familiar words in the 96-116 ms interval in the frontal and parietal clusters 

over the right hemisphere as well as in the 136-156 ms interval over the central and left temporo-

frontal sites. There are also differences in the amplitudes of the ERP arising in response to the 

presentation of novel abstract and real words: in the interval 96-116 ms over the frontal areas, 

and in the 136-156 ms interval in the left temporo-frontal recording sites. The amplitudes of 

ERPs arising in response to novel concrete words and control pseudowords differed significantly 

in the 136-156 ms interval over the right parietal aria, while in the same time range of 

differences between ERPs that arise in response to novel abstract words and control 

pseudowords do not diverge. In the 196–216 ms interval, there were no significant differences in 

the results of cluster analysis. In sum, concreteness appears to produce opposite effects on the 

lexical (word forms) and semantic (meaning) levels of word acquisition, whereas brain responses 

to novel concrete and abstract lexicon diverge, potentially indicating different neural 

mechanisms for their acquisition. Additional statistical data processing is currently underway. 
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Another line of our research is testing the effect of articulatory programs’ build up on 

learning new semantics in healthy adults which was addressed using ERP and tDCS techniques. 

In this set of experiments, we addressed the input of articulation into novel word learning using 

both recordings of brain activity and electrical stimulation of core language areas to influence the 

learning process. While the effects of articulatory task on the learning outcomes were subtle, we 

could see them in both EEG data, which suggested a complex pattern of interplay between the 

learning regime and the motor demands, and tDCS data, which have shown effects of 

articulatory learning at both lexical and semantic levels. Importantly, these latter results have 

shown both generalized tDCS effects (suggesting improved learning performance after 

stimulation overall) and certain specificity of local stimulation on different learning modes, 

improving articulatory learning after Broca’s area tDCS in particular. Overall, these results 

demonstrate that we can use modern electrophysiological techniques not only for tracing the 

formation and activation of novel memory traces for linguistic elements in the process of their 

acquisition, but also influence these processes using neurostimulation tools, which holds a 

promise for future applications in treating learning disorders, language deficits as well as 

enhancing healthy learning. 

Using ERPs (but not tDCS, whose safety for developing brain has not been established), 

we have also addressed articulatory learning in young children. Overall, the analysis of these 

ERP data revealed only a near-significant effect of articulatory training registered in the 391-441 

ms and 480-530 ms time windows with more pronounced differences in ERPs amplitude for 

previously familiar items. Nevertheless, LORETA analysis revealed bilaterally increased activity 

in temporal lobe and Brodmann area 22 with maximal activity remained in right hemisphere for 

learnt novel words presented after articulatory training. Further detailed analysis is needed to 

estimate cortical sources of the articulatory training-related ERP dynamics. Also, the results 

obtained in young children revealed a significant effect of learning at later 646-696 ms interval 

in medial electrode cluster and near significant effect – for the cluster over left hemisphere, 

indicating significant difference between stimuli presented in nonarticulated condition and 

control items. Moreover, for this time window increased negativity in ERP amplitude was found 

for control pseudowords in comparison to learnt nonarticulated pseudowords as well as to all 

other nonarticulated stimuli. Thus, it could be proposed that a semantic learning task leads to an 

enhanced memory trace activation for both novel and familiar items, possibly indicating rapid 

formation of new word form representations as well as further strengthening of the pre-existing 

representations of familiar words. To our knowledge, current data are the first 

neurophysiological evidence of semantics importance in establishing rapid neural representations 

in developing brain. LORETA analysis confirmed increased activity in left temporal region for 
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all types of learnt word forms and revealed an increased current source activity in the left frontal 

lobe elicited by novel word forms after semantic training task. This may indicate that, in the 

developing brain, the pre-existing neural networks specialized in mastering the mother tongue 

are involved in the processing the new word forms with native phonology.  

Оn a different (and more practical) note, one of the main challenges was creating a totally 

new cognitive neuroscience facility in the environment where such research has not been done 

on a similar scale until now. Set within the Faculty of Psychology, a classical psychology 

schools with rich traditions, the laboratory had to be built de novo, with no suitable 

infrastructure, facilities or equipment available prior to the start of the current project, which 

implied engaging in large-scale preparatory technical, administrative and logistics activities. 

As a result of three years efforts, we have now finished remodelling, furnishing and 

equipping our laboratory and office spaces. As a result, we now have created an environment for 

experimental cognitive neuroscience work of a kind that is not available either elsewhere at 

SPbSU or at many other leading Russian universities. At our disposal are (1) two high-density 

EEG systems for recording the brain’s electrophysiological activity (128-channel actiCHamp 

EEG systems by BrainProducts Gmbh, Gilching, Germany, with the latest generation of high-

fidelity slim electrodes and a comprehensive array of electrode caps of various sizes), allowing 

parallel recordings in (2) two custom-built shielded rooms (Faraday cages with electric shielding 

and anechoic acoustic insulation), (3) a mobile portable 32-channel system (BrainProducts) for 

EEG recordings off-site, (4) a 3-D digitisation equipment (Polhemus Fastrack, Polhemus, 

Colchester, VA) and 12 software packages (BrainStorm and SPM) for digitising electrode 

locations and head shapes and co-registering them with individual MRI images for brain 

segmentation and source localisation, (5) transcranial current stimulation setup (BrainSTIM, 

EMS, Bologna, Italy, with customisable stimulation protocols, including direct, alternating, 

continuous, pulsed, sinusoidal and other flexibly programmable regimes), (6) audio and visual 

stimulation setups (controlled using Presentation v.20 by Neurobehavioural Systems, Berkeley, 

CA), (7) behavioural (reaction-time measurement, CEDRUS, San Pedro, CA) experimentation 

facilities equipped with video recording, (8) data storage and analysis setups (including 

BrainVision Analyzer 2 by Brain Products and BerlinBCI Matlab toolbox, as primary analysis 

tools). The laboratory has two repaired office spaces equipped with everything necessary for 

productive work of scientists, for working meetings, data analysis and preparation of articles, as 

well as a warehouse for storage of laboratory components and supplies. 

In sum, we conclude that we have successfully completed the final year of the originally 

planned three-year project. Overall goals and tasks of the project have been completed fully and 

successfully. During the planned extension period (2020-2021), we will develop our original 
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lines of research further, going beyond the initially set up research agenda to scrutinize the 

brain’s learning mechanisms in an even more detailed and comprehensive fashion. Our plans for 

this period are laid out in the final section of the report, focused on discussing the current 

progress and future directions.  
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1 Introduction 

How does our brain enable complex behaviour, thought and cognition? Understanding 

this is arguably the last big frontier in science [1]. Our project tackles this grand challenge 

through a unique product of human evolution: the language function. Language defines us as 

personalities; it forms the foundation of our social, cultural and economic lives. Its impairments 

are devastating for affected individuals and costly for society. We spend 1/3 of our awake lives 

in conversation [2], and virtually no neurocognitive function is unaltered by it – language shapes 

the brain and cognition as much as the brain shapes the language. Despite this obvious 

importance, it remains one of the most poorly understood brain functions – not least because, as 

a communication system, it is unparalleled in its complexity and has no suitable animal models 

[3]-[5]. The precondition for successful diagnostics, timely therapy and optimal training is to 

understand the neurobiological underpinnings of language, their interactions with other 

biological, cognitive and social traits, their development and their breakdown. Ultimately, 

understanding language may be the key to understanding the brain itself. 

Arguably, the most striking features of the human language are its complexity and 

richness. As a representational symbolic system, language is capable of encoding and 

transmitting countless aspects of our internal and external world. Key units in this information 

flow are words, which we use as shared mental pointers to meaning. To enable this unique and 

fundamental human ability, we learn words effortlessly and rapidly, building up lexicons of tens 

of thousands of entries throughout our lifespans. The cognitive and neural mechanisms by which 

we first establish these word-meaning mappings (or: word semantics) are nevertheless poorly 

understood. How does our brain learn new words? How does it attach different meanings to 

previously unknown combinations of sounds or letters? Which brain structures are intrinsically 

involved in this process? How fast is the process of neuroplastic changes and can it be 

objectively evaluated? Can it be influenced using neurotechnological means, e.g. to promote 

healthy learning, ameliorate developmental disorders or revert disease-related language deficits? 

That is why the questions of brain mechanisms that support language learning and new 

word acquisition [6] are central to the current project. We are addressing them using a 

combination of state-of-the art neuroscientific methods and strictly controlled 

psychological/behavioural and linguistic tasks. During the previous years of the project, we 

have:  - created cross-disciplinary experimental paradigms for behavioral and neurophysiological 

investigations of the brain mechanisms underpinning novel word acquisition and build-up of new 

neurolinguistic representations; 

- conducted electrophysiological experiments, which demonstrated two different brain 

routes for word acquisition – implicit and explicit learning mechanisms – both equally efficient 
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on the behavioural level, but, as shown by our results, diverging in their neurobiological 

implementation; 

- conducted a series of experiments aimed at understanding the brain mechanisms 

underpinning the acquisition of abstract vs. concrete semantics; 

- described specific brain dynamics of word learning in pre-school children, underpinning 

immediate acquisition of new words in this age group;  

- developed non-invasive approaches using brain stimulation to modify (speed up or slow 

down) word acquisition processes. 

During the currently reported year, we focus on completing this work along the following 

main strands: 

(1) the acquisition of novel language elements by pre-school children, with an additional 

focus on the involvement of articulation vs. perceptual only learning;  

(2) the effect of articulation on the learning of novel words, which in our earlier 

experiments turned out to be moderate and, therefore, requires a more thorough study, which is 

what we report below using both (a) the EEG technique to record neural correlates of contextual 

learning with and without articulation, and (b) tDCS to influence learning outcomes by 

stimulating core language areas of Broca and Wernicke, while exposing our participants to 

perceptual-only or articulatory learning task, to address the causality in learning processes as 

well as explore the possibilities of modulating learning performance using neurostimulation 

techniques;  

(3) electrophysiological correlates of abstract vs. concrete word learning. 

Below are the current results of each of these main strands of our project implemented 

during the final project year. 
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2 EEG studies of brain mechanisms of fast mapping in young children: learning 

novel words with and without articulation 

2.1 Introduction 

Investigation of specific mechanisms underlying new word acquisition has been the focus 

of attention in numerous neuroscience, linguistic and psychological studies for several decades. 

Nevertheless, the complex details relating to the early brain mechanisms involved in word 

learning during childhood remain mostly unknown, and tracking the way new word 

representations become incorporated into developing (i.e. child’s) mental lexicon still presents a 

serious challenge. Studying the associative rapid word learning mechanism known as fast 

mapping (FM) could help solve this issue. 

It is strongly assumed now that FM is a crucial mechanism underpinning rapid build-up 

of lexicon at early stages of development. FM refers to a process of incidental exclusion-based 

learning which promotes rapid integration of newly learned items into cortical memory network 

s [7]-[9]. It was first described by Carey & Bartlett [10] in their seminal “chromium study” with 

young children. These authors characterized FM as a cognitive mechanism whereby, under 

conditions of experimentally created ambiguity, one can infer the meaning of a new word on the 

principle of mutual exclusivity, and the memory traces of such newly formed associations are 

established and maintained even after a single exposure to the novel item. The authors noted that, 

for a successful mapping, a child must be able to perform “referent selection” and “referent 

retention” corresponding to the newly learned word. In their experiment, Carey & Bartlett 

presented 3 - 4 years old children with two trays, one of which was red and the other one olive, 

and asked to bring them the “chromium” tray. Children brought the olive tray, concluding that 

the new word “chromium” refers to this previously unknown color. In addition, one week later, 

children successfully chose the “chromium” tray among six different trays, demonstrating long-

term retention of the representation of the newly learned word. Further studies revealed that 

young children are able to reproduce new words even one month after their single presentation 

[11]-[13] and that with maturation, the FM mechanism becomes even more efficient, so that 

from the age of 13 months children could actively gain the new vocabulary, learning from 2 to 5 

new words per day [14].  

Some developmental studies used well-known event-related potential (ERP) component - 

the N400 - a negative-going event related brain response linked to lexical and semantic features 

of verbal stimuli [15]. Results revealed that the ability to quickly map new words and retain 

those representations develops quite early in childhood [16]. Particularly, children as young as 6 

months old could quickly associate a new word form with the corresponding referent 

demonstrated in a picture-word mismatch N400 paradigm [17]. A similar study with 20-month-
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olds indicated substantial differences in FM efficiency in relation to child’s productive 

vocabulary size during the period of vocabulary spurt [18]: children with high productive 

vocabularies displayed a significant N400 incongruity effect for violations in word-object 

mappings. 

Recent findings in healthy young adults confirmed that learning through FM may 

accelerate rapid integration of newly learned items into cortical memory networks [18].  Some 

neuroimaging studies have claimed that FM may be linked to distinct neuroanatomical substrates 

and proposed a hippocampally independent route of rapid cortical learning. Merhav et al. [19]. 

reported a specifically increased activity in anterior temporal lobe (ATL) during retrieval in FM. 

Moreover, whereas a typical overnight strengthening of ventro-medial prefrontal cortex 

(vmPFC) engagement and vmPFC-hippocampal-neocortical interactions were apparent for 

standard explicit encoding (EE) condition (i.e., not inference-based direct instruction) reflecting 

slower-rate consolidation processes, no similar increase was found for FM learning. The authors 

concluded that associative semantic learning through FM could be supported by the ATL as a 

critical hub enabling direct neocortical learning, bypassing the hippocampus and consolidation 

stage. This and other studies [2], [20] emphasize FM as a key neurocognitive mechanism 

enabling rapid neocortical plasticity to create novel semantic representations, largely supported 

by the temporal lobe without (or with minimal) hippocampal involvement. 

There is a rich and rapidly growing body of research literature revealing important 

neurophysiological evidence of the idea that language has an additional “basis” in modality-

specific areas of the brain and that during comprehension of specific semantic categories 

functional contribution of these areas becomes evident [22]-[23]. According to the traditional 

model, the “core language network” is located in the inferior frontal and superior temporal areas 

of the left hemisphere. Thus, activity outside the left perisylvian language areas may be 

considered to be “epiphenomenal”, i.e. not necessary for efficient extraction of meaning from 

linguistic input [24]. However, a large number of studies have shown that linguistic, and 

particularly semantic, processing might be linked to activation of neural circuits outside of the 

“core language system” and include different modality-specific areas: motor, auditory or visual 

cortices. Results demonstrated that a wide range of additional cortical areas are activated during 

semantic comprehension. For example, specific inferior temporal areas are activated by words 

conveying different kinds of visual information (for example, “round” versus “brown”), etc. 

Words related to odours (for example, “cinnamon”) activate olfactory brain areas more strongly 

than do control words, i.e. in the middle or inferior temporal cortex. Similar findings have been 

reported for words that are semantically related to sounds, even if they were presented in written 

form (for example, “telephone”), with stronger activation found in the superior temporal auditory 
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areas. These and similar results confirm that there is semantic activation in perceptual and motor 

areas and adjacent cortices where information from different modalities converges. Thereby, 

local activation differences in non-linguistic brain systems may be directly related to semantic 

distinctions in word meaning [23]. 

Involvement of sensorimotor systems in semantic processing of action words is now well 

documented. Several fMRI studies have shown that reading action words (for example, “run”, 

“punch” or “kiss”) led to enhanced somatotopic activation in the motor cortex areas controlling 

leg, arm and mouth movements, respectively, as well as suppressing other, semantically 

irrelevant motor areas [25]-[26]. Moreover, EEG/MEG studies revealed that this motor activity 

could increase extremely fast:  desynchronization of the rholandic mu rhythm was reported 

within 200 ms from seeing action words in the L1 and L2 languages [24]. Further fMRI studies 

have confirmed links between the sensorimotor systems and language at the level of sentences, 

showing that understanding stories activates neural representations of visual and motor 

experiences [23]. Similarly, at the level of phonology, listening to speech sounds that require 

strong articulatory activity (for example, the rolling “r”) produces a phoneme specific activation 

of speech motor centers. This was revealed by an increase of motor-evoked potentials recorded 

from the listener’s tongue muscles (following transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the 

motor cortex), when the presented words strongly involved, when pronounced, tongue 

movements [27]. 

Overall, these findings strongly support an “action-perception” model of language, and 

ground modality-specific “embodied” mechanisms of semantics in distributed cortical circuits, 

where “core language areas” are anchored to functionally interdependent action and perception 

brain systems [28]. These studies propose that motor and sensory reference are integral parts of 

semantic representation and processing [24]. 

Although a large number of studies have demonstrated this “language-to-action” link, 

several important issues about how activation in the sensorimotor system affects language 

processing (i.e. the “action-to-language” link) are still remain unexplored. Several authors have 

pointed out that further investigations of this debated topic should be drawn away from an 

“embodied or not” point and focus on the detailed characterization of the functional contribution 

of sensorimotor systems to language processing. Recent findings using movement priming 

paradigm in combination with EEG/MEG recordings revealed that pre-activation of hand- and 

leg-motor networks may differentially facilitate the involvement of semantic cell assemblies for 

hand- and leg-related words. Particularly, EEG/MEG measurements revealed the “congruency 

effect” between effector type used for initiation of motor response (hand or foot) and early stages 

of subsequent action-word category (hand- or foot-related) processing. Related brain activations 
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were registered not only in motor cortex, but also in a classical language comprehension area, 

posterior superior temporal cortex, already at 150 msec after the visual presentation of the word 

stimulus during two alternative forced choice tasks employing action-words [29].  

Another study tested the notion that motor and sensory plasticity are linked, so that 

speech motor learning could alter the speech sounds’ perception. Speech learning was simulated 

by using a special robotic device which introduced a subtle change in the participant’s jaw 

movements during speech production phase (reading a set of utterances from the monitor). 

Results showed that motor learning affected the perception of speech sounds, with a systematic 

change in the perceptual classification of speech sounds revealed during perceptual testing. 

Notably, the perceptual shift was tied to the “amount” of motor learning: the more motor 

learning was observed, the more speech perceptual function changed. Perceptual change was 

neither observed in control group that produced the same movements, but without a special 

device, nor in individuals who failed to adapt to the mechanical load and displayed low amounts 

of learning [30]. 

That said, it is still not clear whether brain maturation development leads to more 

efficient integration of articulatory and acoustic cortical systems in speech processing. In one 

study of this issue [31], during a perceptual task young adults and preschool children were asked 

to identify the perceived target sound /e/ (in comparison to control /ø/). Half of the stimuli were 

presented under a unimodal condition (only auditory input). The other stimuli were presented 

under a bimodal condition (both auditory and somatosensory input). Somatosensory input 

consisted of facial skin stretches provided by a robotic device, which mimics the articulation of 

the vowel /e/. The results indicated that the effect of somatosensory information on sound 

categorization was larger in adults than in children. The authors proposed that integration of 

auditory and somatosensory information evolves throughout the course of development [30]. 

Articulatory training as a well-known type of sensorimotor learning has been reported to 

contribute useful cues to pronunciation and speech production in the adult second language 

learners [32]. Several studies revealed reduced auditory vocabularies in children with severe 

neurological motor deficits that affected articulation. Those children understood fewer words 

than their counterparts with similar deficits but with unaffected articulation. It is assumed now 

that conversely, in the healthy brain, correlated activation of connected articulatory and acoustic 

cortical systems leads to the emergence of distributed action-perception circuits during language 

learning [23]. 

Despite rich and rapidly growing literature detailing neurophysiological links between 

language and motor functions in adults, comparable data are not yet available for developmental 

populations, particularly for young children. This is somewhat surprising considering that the 
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notion that sensorimotor experience is essential to early cognitive and especially to linguistic 

knowledge is not a novel idea in the developmental field. The notion that sensorimotor 

information initially drives cognitive development was straightly put forward in Piaget’s works. 

Piaget proposed that at early ages sensorimotor experiences are an essential aspect of learning, 

and later cognitive processes develop from these sensorimotor abilities. Contemporary 

developmental studies have also claimed that children are genuine embodied learners and 

actively use sensorimotor information to gain knowledge about their environments. Moreover, 

children develop a representational system as a result of early perceptual and motor interactions 

with their environment. These early representations are considered to be the building blocks that 

allow embodied learning to continue throughout childhood. Further in the development, and over 

the lifespan, the influence of sensorimotor experiences does not stop or change fundamentally, it 

may become more refined and flexible over time [33]-[34].   

The role of sensorimotor experience in verb learning has been directly examined in young 

children. Research data indicated strong differences in brain activations as a result of whether 

verbs were learned through self-performed or passively observed actions. 5-7 years old children 

were taught novel verbs either by actively performing the action while repeating the verb label 

out loud, or by watching an experimenter performing the action and repeating the verb label. 

Then, during fMRT scanning children were presented with auditory and visual information about 

the objects: verb label, video of the performed action. When the action label was auditorily 

presented, motor areas in the brain (including regions associated with grasping objects) were 

activated only for the verbs that children had learned through self-performance, but not for verbs 

learned through passive action observation [35].   

Igualada et al. [36] reported that accompanying words with beat gestures helped 3-5 year 

old children improve performance in word recall tasks. In other recent research, both children 

and adults demonstrated better letter recognition after hand-writing new letters than after typing 

new letters [37]-[38].   

James and Maouene [39] studied neural activations during verb processing in preschool 

children. 4-5 years old children passively listened to lists of verbs and adjectives during fMRI 

scanning. The results indicated that brain areas associated with motor processing were activated 

when children listened to verbs, but not to adjectives. Further evidence suggested that different 

types of verbs activated different regions in the motor cortex. The results demonstrate that the 

motor system is recruited during verb perception in the developing brain, reflecting the 

involvement of sensorimotor experience in early language processing.  

In the embodied cognition framework, it is strongly assumed that any sensorimotor 

information leads to acquisition of a richer representation facilitating word learning 
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[29]. Notably, developmental studies also confirm that previous interactions with an object 

comprise the representation for that object, however, several investigations claimed that some 

kinds of interactions may be more influential than others. For example, studies examining the 

effects of manipulations on learning demonstrated that physical interactions with perceptually 

rich stimuli when the sensorimotor information gained through physical manipulation is not 

directly related to the object name can interfere, rather than facilitate, learning an object name. In 

the Tare et al. [40] study the manipulations that were performed by the children did not provide 

sensorimotor experience that would help them to obtain knowledge about the animals. 20-month-

old children were taught labels for novel animals using either a book with drawings of animals, 

or a book with realistic photos of animals, or a book with drawings of animals with additional 

manipulative features (i.e. a flap to pull up to reveal an animal). The children with a realistic 

photos book demonstrated the most accurate learning, while children who were taught with the 

picture book with manipulative features had the least accurate learning. These findings indicate 

that children interactions with attractive attention-capturing features (i.e. pop up flaps) may not 

always be beneficial for word learning, particularly when the obtained sensorimotor experience 

does not correspond with the information to be learned. 

Interesting effects were observed in children’s early reading comprehension. 6-7 years 

old children with low reading skills read stories about a series of events (i.e. on a farm, at the zoo 

and etc.). Results indicated that children who (i) actively manipulated the toys themselves to act 

out the story action during reading, and who (ii) observed the experimenter manipulating the toys 

to correspond manipulations with the sentences, had more accurate recall for story events in a 

subsequent comprehension task than did children who (iii) simply reread each sentence a second 

time [38]. 

It has also been argued that the extent to which embodied effects (attributed to 

sensorimotor experience) emerge in language processing depends on the degree to which that 

form of language comprehension is embedded in the environment [41].  In line with this debated 

topic, one recent study [42] discusses an important point - the source of the sensorimotor 

experiences needed for early language acquisition. Authors propose the social interaction to be a 

source of sensorimotor experience for verb acquisition already in 6 months old infants. Their 

results indicated that social interaction could serve as a tuning device for the infants’ 

sensorimotor experiences during repeated collaborative interactions with caregivers and other 

people. Using qualitative and quantitative methods, the authors analyzed the coordination of 

verbs and actions in mothers’ input and linked these maternal strategies to the amount of infant’s 

later production of verbs. Verbs used by mothers during early interactions were tightly 

coordinated with the ongoing action and very frequently responsive to infant actions. It was 
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concluded that the use of these multimodal strategies could significantly predict the number of 

spoken verbs in infant’s vocabulary at 24 months [42]. 

Summarizing the reviewed studies, some further important remarks should be made. First 

of all, the vast majority of studies evaluating word learning in different populations used 

predominantly behavioral or sluggish hemodynamic measures (fMRI), which makes them less 

optimal to study rapidly changing neural dynamics underlying language processing and fast 

plastic changes in brain circuits. As for aforementioned N400 component, it likely reflects not 

the process of memory trace activation or word learning per se, but rather the integration of the 

stimulus items (such as old or new lexicon elements) in the broader context of a sentence [43]. 

Moreover, a number of ERP studies with passive perceptual word learning paradigm revealed 

that rapid access to lexical information could be carried out earlier and may be reflected in neural 

activation starting from 100-150 ms [44]-[47]. 

Overall, it is assumed that learning new words in children can occur almost immediately 

through rapid formation of word-object associations indicating online build-up of new memory 

traces but despite numerous behavioral developmental as well as several neuroimaging adult 

studies supporting FM as a critical word acquisition mechanism, its neurophysiological bases 

remain obscure. To our knowledge, only one study has investigated the neural dynamics of this 

process in healthy adults [48] and no similar research was conducted in developmental 

populations. Moreover, no study has applied brain dynamics together with behavioral learning 

assessment to investigate such assumptions in young children. 

Also, despite rich and rapidly growing literature depicting the involvement of 

sensorimotor systems in early language processing and the wide range of methodological 

approaches used, it the possible role of sensorimotor inputs remains unknown and, in particular, 

those associated with articulation while rapid word learning and subsequent memory retrieval at 

early stages of language acquisition. To our knowledge, the extent to which language processing 

systems of the developing brain use articulatory (motor), in addition to 

acoustic/phonemic/semantic, etc., representations has been less widely considered and a certain 

clarification is needed for understanding the semantic neocortical memory-trace formation in 

developing brain.  

To address this open question, we aimed to examine the role of articulatory 

representations during associative semantic learning task and to define brain dynamics elicited 

by native familiar and novel words processing in healthy monolingual Russian preschool 

children after a single exposure to novel items and to assess behaviorally the process of new 

word acquisition.  
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To study the neural correlates of this early learning mechanism in the developing brain, 

we designed the novel experimental procedure that could model the process of rapid new word 

acquisition in a naturalistic setting by young children. We pursued several goals. First of all, we 

needed to mimic as closely as possible the conventional behavioral investigations (such as the 

original “chromium” study, etc.) when the subject was asked to choose a new object defined by a 

previously unfamiliar word form, which could only be achieved by excluding from the context 

other, familiar stimuli. Second, in contrast with the vast majority of previous behavioral and 

neuroimaging studies, which used a series of paired word-picture presentations, story-like 

sentential context, direct explicit instruction or mass repetition, in the current procedure only a 

single trial was allowed to carry out the learning task. Third, to investigate brain dynamics we 

adapted learning procedure to the EEG experiment setting by completing it with short passive 

auditory ERP recording that run immediately after the learning task (as passive ERPs are known 

to reflect memory-trace activation and build-up) [6]. Moreover, to scrutinize ERP dynamics 

during this passive session, several types of well-matched control stimuli and strictly defined 

recognition points allowing for precise ERP time-locking we used. Finally, to examine the role 

of articulatory representations during associative semantic learning, the articulatory task was 

added in a subset of our study sample. This included three repetitions of the auditory stimuli in 

each learning trial without any visual reinforcement to exclude the contribution of explicit 

training and to study separately the processes of articulatory learning in young children. 

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Participants  

42 children from 5 to 7 years old participated in the study and were pseudorandomly 

assigned to perceptual-only or perception+articulation learning condition. One child was 

excluded from final data analysis due to insufficient EEG recording. Only those children who 

fully completed the learning task (please, see section 2.2.4 for details) were included in the 

further analysis. In total, 28 children were included into the statistical analysis: 20 children 

participating in the learning session without articulation (M = 5.9 years; SD = 0.85; 12 were 

boys) and 8 children participating in the learning session with articulation (М = 6.0 years; SD = 

0.47; 5 were boys). All children were monolingual native Russian speakers, typically 

developing, without neurological diagnoses, sensory and speech impairments and hereditary 

diseases. All children attended a municipal kindergarten. Data on the psychosomatic and 

neurological statuses of the children were obtained from medical records provided by the 

kindergarten medical staff. Both the child and the parent (usually, it was the child’s mother) 

were informed about the experimental procedures and a written consent was obtained from the 
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parent. At the end of the experiment, the parent filled out a questionnaire containing questions 

about the socio-economic status of the family. All child-parent couples were remunerated for 

their participation with gifts to children. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of 

Saint Petersburg State University and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

 

2.2.2 Stimuli  

2.2.2.1. Acoustic stimuli 

For ERP recording (passive session) we used consonant-vowel (CV) syllables which 

were recombined to form dissyllabic (CVCV) stimuli of 2 types: (i) 4 meaningful Russian words, 

(ii) 4 phonotactically and phonologically legal meaningless novel word forms (pseudo-words). 

Final syllables were chosen to begin with plosive consonants that in natural prosody of Russian 

speech form the words with silent closures before them. That provided an exact distinction 

between first and second syllables and allowed us to carefully recombine them through cross-

splicing. The stimuli were selected so that their acoustic and phonetic properties could be 

precisely controlled, while their lexical and phonological status could be manipulated. 

The native word and pseudo-word sets included identical first and second syllables, 

which were recombined to form words or pseudo-words. All items could only be recognised 

from their second syllables. This allowed us to define the divergence point after which the 

stimulus (word vs. pseudo-word) could be identified, which was important for time-locking 

event-related brain potentials registration. 

We recorded multiple repetitions of initial syllables [va], [si], [lu], [re] (IPA 

transcriptions [va], [s̪i], [ɫ̪u], [r̪ʲe]) and final syllables [ta] and [pa] (IPA transcriptions [tɐ], [pɐ]). 

The initial syllables were uttered in isolation and the final syllables in combination with a 

preceding vowel to make them unstressed, in accordance with the Russian phonology. The 

syllables were selected from several utterances as matching for their fundamental frequency (F0) 

and vowel duration.  

The original syllables were normalised by their root-mean-square (RMS) power, F0 and 

durations. Sound duration was matched separately for the first and second syllables: the duration 

of first syllables was matched to 280 ms and duration of final syllables - to 177 ms. Final 

syllables were also normalised by the maximal peak amplitude, consonant duration and time 

before the burst of the vowel. 

The F0 of the final syllables was decreased by 10 Hz and 2.5 dB and duration of the final 

vowel was always shorter than the duration of the first one, to conform to the natural stress and 

prosody of Russian speech [49]. The final tokens were formed by cross-splicing the initial and 

final syllables together with a 79-ms silent closure between the first and second syllables, typical 
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of the Russian CV onsets used. Six adult native speakers of Russian rated the produced tokens in 

order to choose the most natural sounding stimuli. Adobe Audition 2.0 (Adobe Systems Inc., San 

Jose, CA, USA) and Praat 6.0.43 [50] software were used for stimulus editing. The complete set 

of stimuli used during ERP recording is presented in Table 1. 

For recognition task (see below), 4 additional CV syllables [la], [li], [le], [no] (IPA 

transcriptions [ɫ̪a], [l̪ʲi], [l̪ʲe], [n̪o]) were recorded and recombined with final [ta] and [pa] 

syllables to form 4 meaningful words (lapa (paw); lipa (linden); leta (summer; note that /o/ in the 

spelling of this word (leto) is pronounced as an /a/); nota (musical note)) and 4 pseudo-words. 

The procedure of normalisation and final characteristics for this additional 8 tokens were equal 

to those described above for the passive session. The ability to control the divergence point at the 

second syllable onset was important for the reaction time measurement in response to the target 

token and, furthermore, crucial for time-locking of any ERP effects linked to word recognition. 

For FM session and semantic matching task, the reaction time was measured in response 

to the pictures but not to words as in recognition task, thus we decided to use minimal 

modifications to the recorded sounds to maximally increase their comprehension. This was very 

significant as in FM session and semantic matching task each token was presented once and the 

best comprehension was crucial for the task production quality. Thereby, we recorded 4 real 

words and 4 pseudo-words from the passive session (mean duration 584 ± 30 SD ms). Besides, 7 

additional real words for the short practice session were recorded (mean duration 567 ± 22 SD 

ms). All stimuli were produced from digital recordings (44.1 kHz, 32 bit; Adobe Audition 2.0 

(Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA)) of a female monolingual native Russian professional 

speaker.  

 

Table 1 – Experimental stimuli used in passive session during ERP recording 

 

Notes. Stimuli comprised matched sets of meaningful Russian words (English 

translations in parentheses), meaningless phonotactically and phonologically legal pseudo-words 

(see the Stimuli section for details). Ipm and Juilland D value dispersion [51] are presented 

according to the Russian corpus [52]. 

Words Ipm D Pseudowords 

vata (cotton wool) 8.2 91 Vapa 

sita (sifter) 2.6 86 Sipa 

lupa (magnifying 

glass) 
2.9 90 Luta 

repa (turnip) 3.6 81 Reta 
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2.2.2. Visual stimuli 

Visual stimuli for the FM session consisted of two-dimensional photos of 10 familiar 

real-life objects and two unknown objects. For the semantic matching task, 7 additional unknown 

objects were used (see below). The mean angular size of the pictures was equal to 4.3°. All 

images were centred on a white background in 300 x 300 pixel space, converted to monochrome 

using Adobe Photoshop v. 9.0 and matched for mean luminance using the SHINE MatLab 

toolbox [53]. 

To confirm the familiarity contrast, 8 child-parent couples participated in an independent 

expert evaluation of all visual stimuli prior to the main EEG study. It was revealed that none of 

novel object was recognizable and all familiar objects were well identified. See Table 2 for 

stimuli examples. Acoustic and visual stimuli were presented using NBS Presentation v.20.0. 

 

Table 2 – Visual stimuli used in fast mapping session 

Familiar objects Unknown objects 

   

   

 

Notes. In the FM session, each participant was presented with four trials of two familiar 

and two unknown objects. Each familiar object was referred to by one of the real-word auditory 

stimuli; unknown objects were referred to by novel pseudo-words. Stimuli were counterbalanced 

across the participants.  

 

2.2.3 Experimental procedures 

All EEG recordings were made in an acoustically and electrically shielded room at the 

Laboratory of Behavioural Neurodynamics (Faculty of Psychology, Saint Petersburg State 

University). Before the experiment, sufficient time was given to a child and parent to familiarise 

with the laboratory space and equipment. All experimental procedures were performed in the 
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presence of a child’s parent. During the experiment a child was seated in a comfortable chair 

(with a parent sitting next to him/her) facing the computer monitor located 1 m in front. One of 

the researchers sat near the child and caregiver during the measurements to keep them relaxed 

and calm and to monitor child’s comfort level and engagement in the task. Short breaks were 

given between the experimental sessions or when the child showed signs of restlessness or 

fatigue (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 – Diagram of the experimental setting 

 

2.2.4 Design of the experiment 

Experiment started with a short practice session followed by fast mapping condition 

(implemented in two modifications: without and with articulation of novel and familiar word 

forms) after which passive session (ERP recording) was conducted immediately. 5 minutes after 

ERP recording four different tasks were administered to test the acquisition of the presented 

word forms: free recall, recognition, semantic word-picture matching and word definition 

tasks (see below). 

Practice session. The study began with a short practice session during which five practice 

trials were administered; these trials consisted of familiar word-objects pairs only designed to 

familiarize children with the task. All children successfully completed the practice session and 

became familiar with testing procedures. Once the child was accustomed to the task demands, 

the experimenter offered a new “game” and the FM session started. 

FM session. As mentioned above, in the current study, we designed novel experimental 

learning procedure (FM procedure) that could model the process of rapid new word acquisition 

in a naturalistic setting. The FM procedure was aimed to investigate a child’s ability to infer by 

exclusion the referent of a novel word after a brief single exposure and to store this newly 

formed word-object mapping in memory for later use. We implemented an audio-visual FM 
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learning paradigm that included counterbalanced pairs of familiar and novel words presented 

audially in pseudorandom order in conjunction with pictures of novel and familiar objects. Over 

the course of the FM session, a child needed to identify the unknown object among several 

pictures of familiar ones presented simultaneously on the screen that could only be achieved by 

excluding other, familiar stimuli (Figure 2). Notably, only a single trial was allowed to carry out 

this task.  

 

Figure 2 – Example of fast mapping trial 

 

In the current study, fast mapping condition was implemented in two modifications: 

perceptually only without articulation (FM session) and with a requirement to articulate the 

target stimulus (FMa session). 

Each FM trial began with the fixation cross on a computer monitor accompanied by the 

auditorily presented (via headphones) question related to one of the objects: “Find, where the 

____ (e.g., vapa) is?” and then after a short delay (̴̴̴̴̴̴̴̴̴ 500 ms) five objects, arranged in a circle and 

counterbalanced for position, appeared on the screen on a white background (for details, see 

Figure 3). Thereafter, the child had to press the button on the response pad (Cedrus RB 740), 

showing thereby that s/he had inferred (by mutual exclusivity) which object had been referred to. 

After that the researcher asked the child to point to the referred object on the computer monitor 

(“Find, where the X (e.g., vapa) is”) and if the child succeeded in referent selection (of either 

familiar or target new word), they were greeted by the experimenter and a colorful picture of 

fireworks appeared on the screen for several seconds (for details, see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 – Diagram of experimental sequence in the fast mapping session without 

articulation 

 

The procedure of the FM session with articulation (FMa) was the same as the described 

above FM session, with one exception. The child was asked to repeat 3 times each of the novel 

and familiar word forms after they were correctly found and correctly pointed to on the screen 

(for details, see Figure 4). 

Figure 4 – Diagram of experimental sequence in the fast mapping session 

with articulation 

 

Each FM session started with two additional trials that included familiar word-object 

pairs only (rosa (rose), vasa (vase)) and served for familarization purposes. Consequently, FM 

condition as such included 4 trials presented in random order. These were either two trials with 

familiar word-object pairs (e.g., vatɐ (cotton wool), r̪ʲepɐ (turnip)), or, critically, two mapping 
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trials with target new words (e.g., vapɐ, r̪ʲetɐ) paired the novel visual items displayed beside four 

pictures of familiar items. Stimuli were counterbalanced across the participants. 

Passive session. In the passive session, during ERP recording, subjects were instructed 

not to pay attention to the sound stimuli and focus on a silent video film. All eight stimuli were 

binaurally presented through the headphones in pseudorandom order so that the same stimulus 

was not repeated for two consecutive times. A total of 400 stimuli were presented with 50 

repetitions of each stimulus type (i.e. p=1/8) so that half of the stimuli ended with [ta] syllable 

and half with [pa] syllable (see Table 1). The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 1550 ms was 

jittered randomly between 1500 and 1600 ms in10 ms steps. The order of the stimulus sets was 

counterbalanced between the subjects and conditions. The stimuli were presented in 5 pseudo-

random sequences of 80 tokens (10 of each type, equiprobably mixed) to ensure a balanced 

occurrence of each token type throughout the experiment.  

 

2.2.5 Assessment of word acquisition 

Five minutes after the ERP recording four tasks were immediately administered to check 

the efficiency of novel word acquisition. All task procedures were digitally recorded via a 

webcam (Logitech HD C525, Logitech Inc.). The first two tasks provided the evaluation of the 

acquisition of pseudoword forms. 

Free Recall Task. At the beginning of this task a child was asked to reproduce as many 

new word forms as s/he could remember. The instruction was the following: “Say all the words 

that you have heard during the experiment”. The researcher wrote down all the word forms that a 

child recalled. 

Recognition Task. The second was the auditory recognition task and the child needed to 

indicate which of the stimuli were presented earlier during the experiment. The instruction was 

the following: “You will be presented with words sequentially. Press the button if you have 

heard the word during the experiment”. Acoustic stimuli were presented in pseudorandom order 

with 3000 ms SOA; the same stimulus was not repeated two consecutive times. This block of 

stimuli included all stimuli that appeared earlier in the experiment and, additionally, acoustically 

similar CVCV 4 words and 4 pseudowords which differed from the stimuli used in the 

experiment by the first syllable and were used as foils (for details see Acoustic stimuli section 

2.2.2.1). Each stimulus was presented 5 times, 80 stimuli totally. Stimuli were presented with 

NBS Presentation v. 20.0. and the reaction time was measured. 

The third and fourth tasks were used to specifically evaluate the acquisition of the newly 

learned semantics. 
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Semantic Word-Picture Matching Task. The third task, semantic word-picture matching, 

was administered to assess the subjects’ ability to form a link between the newly learnt 

pseudoword form and its meaning. The procedure of the task was similar to FM session with 

some exceptions. The task included presentation of acoustic and visual stimuli, i.e. the target 

acoustic stimulus was presented simultaneously with five objects; one of them had been 

presented earlier in the FM session (and corresponded semantically to the spoken sound) and 

four were absolutely novel (for examples of semantic word-picture matching task trial and of 

additional novel objects, see Figure 5 and Table 3). The instruction given to the child was to 

select the correct object and to press the button on the response pad (Cedrus RB 740), showing 

thereby that s/he had remembered it. After that the researcher asked child to point to the 

remembered object on the computer monitor. During the task each participant was presented 

with two familiar and two unfamiliar pairs. Each item was presented only once as the correct 

choice. The task was implemented using NBS Presentation v.20.0. and the reaction time was 

measured.  

 

Figure 5 – Example of the semantic word-picture matching task trial 
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Table 3 – Visual stimuli used in the semantic word-picture matching task 

  
  

 
  

 

 

Word Definition Task. Word definition task was used to estimate the acquisition of 

meanings of pseudoword forms. A child was asked to define the meaning of two new word 

forms presented earlier during the experiment, in response to the question “What does ___ (e.g., 

vapa) mean?”. The researcher wrote down all definitions that a child could formulate. 

 

2.2.6 EEG recording and data processing 

EEG/ERP signals were recorded with 64 Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes mounted on elastic 

cap (Easy Cap GmbH) according to the international 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958) using the 

actiCHamp BrainVision EEG amplifer (Brain Products GmbH) and BrainVision PyCoder v.1.0.9 

software (Brain Products GmbH), with the FCz as online reference, 1000 Hz sampling rate, and 

with 0.01-1000 Hz frequency band. To monitor blinks, vertical EOG electrode was placed 

below the right eye. Electrode impedances were kept below 25 kOm. After recording, the EEG 

data were processed and analyzed with BrainVision Analyzer v.2.0 (Brain Products GmbH) 

using an off-line IRR bandpass filter of 0.5-40 Hz. The averaged data were re-referenced to an 

averaged value across all electrodes. EEG data were segmented into epochs according to 

stimulus type (real words, pseudowords), with 200 ms pre-stimulus and 1100 ms post-stimulus 

time, and 200 ms before stimulus onset was used for baseline correction. Eye movements were 

corrected using the software's automatic correction algorithm (ICA method). Signals of the noisy 

channels were reconstructed by interpolation. Epochs containing voltage variation exceeding ± 

100 μV were considered artifacts and rejected from further analysis. After segmentation and 

artifact rejection, the data was averaged separately for each of the stimulus type to obtain ERP 

waveforms. There were four types of stimuli and four ERP sets correspondingly: words and 
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pseudowords with FM and noFM condition; in each group ERPs in response to stimuli ended 

with [ta] and [pa] syllables were averaged to avoid the acoustic difference influence. 

We broke down the electrode array into 9 clusters (three frontal clusters: frontal left, 

frontal right and frontal medial (FL; FR; FM); three central clusters: central left, central right and 

central medial (CL; CR; CM); three parietal clusters: parietal left, parietal right and parietal 

medial (PL; PR; PM)), and ERPs within each electrode cluster were collapsed across the 

electrodes for the statistical analyses (Figure 6). Three peaks were identified after the divergence 

point (359 ms from the stimulus onset) by visual inspection of the global field power waveform 

(see Figure 7, Section 2.3.1 ERP results) and were at 416, 505, and 671 ms from stimulus onset, 

respectively. Mean (baseline-to-peak) amplitudes were extracted from 50 ms time windows 

around the individual peaks.  

For source estimation, low-resolution electromagnetic tomography [54] images were 

obtained by estimating the current source density distribution of brain electric activity on a dense 

grid of 2,394 voxels at 7-mm spatial resolution applied to the digitized Talairach human atlas 

[55]. 

 

Figure 6 – Cluster structure in ERP analysis (two fronto-lateral (Left; Right) and one 

fronto-medial; two central-lateral and one central-medial; two parietal-lateral and one parietal-

medial). Channels highlighted with light and dark grey were used in the main ERP analysis 

 

The mean amplitudes were submitted to mixed ANOVA (SPSS v. 21, IBM Corporation, 

New York, USA) with between-subject factor Articulation (articulation/without articulation) and 

within-subjects factors Learning Session (FM/noFM), Stimulus type (word/pseudoword), 

Laterality (left/right/medial) and Frontality (frontal, central, parietal). In further analysis 

rmANOVA with factors Learning Session, Stimulus type, Laterality and Frontality was used 

when appropriate. Greenhouse – Geisser correction was applied whenever the sphericity 

assumption was violated; multiple comparisons were corrected for using Sidak adjustment 

when necessary. 
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For behavioral data analysis we used mixed ANOVA design with Greenhouse – Geisser 

correction applied whenever the sphericity assumption was violated and with multiple pair-wise 

comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment or Least Significant Difference (LSD) adjustment 

applied when necessary; crosstabulation and Pearson chi-square test (ꭓ2); non-parametric 

McNemar and Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests. 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 ERP results 

Here, we present the results of comparison of the ERP data collected in passive session 

run immediately after the learning session (FM or FMa). ERPs were recorded to passively 

presented auditorily words and pseudowords, including those used in the FM or FMa learning 

condition (see Section 2.2.2 Stimuli). 

Global field power (GFP) was computed across all electrodes for all speech sounds and 

conditions used in the experiment. GFP indicated the most prominent peaks at 416, 505 and 671 

ms from stimulus onset, respectively. For each of these three peaks, we extracted window mean 

(baseline-to-peak) ERP amplitudes over 50 ms windows surrounding these peaks from 

aforementioned 9 electrode clusters (for details, see Figure 6) and submitted them to mixed 

ANOVA and further – to rmANOVA when appropriate (see Section 2.2.6 EEG recording and 

data processing). Finally, three intervals were selected for the analysis: 391-441 ms, 480-530 and 

646-696 ms (Figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7 – Global field power (GFP) waveform computed across all electrodes for all 

speech sounds and conditions used in the experiment indicating the most prominent peaks at 416, 

505 and 671 ms. 50 ms time windows around the individual peaks are marked with blue lines. 

Stimulus waveform example is displayed above the GFP waveform. Familiar and unfamiliar 

word forms differ from each other only at 359 ms from stimulus onset (divergence point is 

marked by solid line). Negativity is plotted up 
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Averaged ERPs at medial frontal, medial central and medial parietal clusters and mean 

voltage topographic scalp maps for word forms with FM, FMa and control (noFM) condition are 

shown in Figures 8-10. 

391-441 ms time window 

For the 391-441 ms time window, nearly significant between-group effect of Articulation 

(F(1,26) = 3.844, p = 0.061) was found. Moreover, the significant Learning Session x Stimuli x 

Laterality x Articulation interaction (F(1.859,48.332) = 3.311, p = 0.048) was observed.  

Post-hoc tests revealed significant differences in ERPs amplitude over left hemisphere (p 

= 0.039) and marginally significant difference over right hemisphere (p = 0.051) for words 

presented in FM condition and control words in group without articulation. For words presented 

in FM condition ERPs amplitude was more negative in lateral frontal and more positive in lateral 

parietal clusters. 

In group with articulation (FMa group) significant difference between words presented in 

FMa condition and control words was found in the medial clusters (p = 0.047), reflecting 

increased negativity in medial frontal and increased positivity in medial parietal clusters. 

rmAnova. FM group  

In the group without articulation (FM group) we found near significant Frontality x 

Learning Session x Stimuli interaction (F(1.156,21.956) = 2.885, p = 0.099). Pos hoc tests 

revealed significant difference in ERP amplitudes for words and pseudowords presented during 

FM session in frontal and parietal clusters (p = 0.026 and p = 0.037, respectively), reflecting 

increased negativity in frontal and increased positivity in parietal clusters for nonarticulated 

words in comparison with nonarticulated pseudowords.  

rmAnova. FMa group 

Significant Learning Session x Stimuli x Laterality x Frontality interaction 

(F(1.878,20.500) = 3.958, p = 0.023) was found for the FMa group. Also, significant difference 

between ERP amplitudes for words and pseudowords presented in FMa session was found in the 

right-central cluster (p = 0.030) and marginally significant difference was found in the right-

frontal cluster (p = 0.059), indicating increased negativity for articulated words in comparison to 

pseudowords. In medial-parietal cluster significantly increased positivity was found for 

articulated words presented in FMa condition in comparison with control words (p = 0.011).  

480-530 ms time window 

For the 480-530 ms time window nearly significant between-group effect of Articulation 

(F(1,26) = 3.329, p = 0.08) was found. 

rmAnova: FM group  
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A marginally significant Learning Session x Stimuli x Frontality interaction (F(1.257, 

23.890) = 3.750, p = 0.056) was found for group without articulation. Post hoc tests revealed 

significantly more positive ERP amplitude for nonarticulated words presented in FM session 

compared to the pseudowords in parietal cluster (p= 0.013) and marginally significant difference 

in frontal cluster (p = 0.052). Nearly significant difference in parietal cluster was also found 

between pseudowords presented in FM session and control pseudowords (p = 0.074), indicating 

increased ERP positivity for stimuli used in learning session without articulation. 

rmAnova: FMa group 

No significant main effects of Learning Session, Stimulus type, Laterality and Frontality 

as well as interaction effects were found in this time window for the FMa group. 

646-696 ms time window 

For the 646-696 ms time window, no significant between-group effect of Articulation 

was found. However, nearly significant Learning Session x Laterality x Frontality interaction 

(F(3.027, 78.705) = 2.701, p = 0.051) was revealed. Post-hoc tests revealed significant difference 

between stimuli presented in FM condition and control ones for medial cluster (p = 0.044) and 

near significant difference for the cluster over the left hemisphere (p = 0.066). 

rmAnova: FM group  

Significant Learning Session x Laterality x Frontality interaction was found for the group 

without articulation (F(1.174, 22.308) = 6.697, p = 0.013). Post hoc tests showed significantly 

increased negativity for words presented in FM session in comparison to control words in frontal 

cluster (p = 0.034) and significantly increased positivity in parietal clusters (p = 0.012). 

Significant difference was found in ERP amplitude of pseudowords in central cluster (p = 0.036), 

indicating increased negativity for control pseudowords in comparison to pseudowords presented 

in FM session. For control stimuli, a significantly increased negativity in central and parietal 

clusters was found for pseudowords in comparison to words (p = 0.039 and p = 0.025). For 

stimuli presented in FM condition no difference in ERP amplitude for pseudowords and words 

was found in central cluster (p = 0.749) and marginally significant difference was found in 

parietal cluster (p = 0.055).  

rmAnova: FMa group 

Significant Learning Session x Laterality x Frontality interaction was found (F(2.806, 

19.645) = 3.503, p = 0.037). However, post hoc tests revealed no significant results. 
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Figure 8 – Average ERPs in response to words and pseudowords presented in FM session 

(without articulation) and control words and pseudowords at medial frontal, medial central and 

medial parietal clusters. Negativity is plotted up. Vertical solid line indicates the stimulus 

divergence point 
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Figure 9 – Average ERPs in response to words and pseudowords presented in FMa 

session (with articulation) and control words and pseudowords at medial frontal, medial central 

and medial parietal clusters. Negativity is plotted up. Vertical solid line indicates the stimulus 

divergence point 
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The mean voltage topographic scalp maps for the amplitude distribution averaged over 

646-696 ms time window for words and pseudowords used in learning (FM and FMa) sessions 

and control stimuli are presented in Figure 10. The ERP responses were overall most expressed 

at fronto-central and parietal electrode sites, that was confirmed by scalp potential distribution. A 

marked increase in negative polarity is observed in the frontal electrodes, whereas in parietal 

leads a bilateral positive potential is observed. The distribution of potential is very similar in 

both groups, but in the group without articulation negative shift is slightly greater than in group 

with articulation. 

 

Figure 10 – Mean voltage topographic scalp maps for the amplitude distribution averaged 

over 646-696 ms time window to words and pseudowords presented in learning sessions and 

control words and pseudowords for groups with and without articulation 

 

To estimate cortical sources of the training-related ERP dynamics, LORETA computation 

in Talairach space [55]. was applied to group-average subtractions of ERP traces after FM, FMa 

and control conditions in three times windows where significant ERP effects were found. The 

LORETA results are shown in Figures 11-13. 

For 646-696 ms time window (Figure 13), for the group without articulation, the 

maximum activity was observed in left parietal lobe and Brodmann area 40 for all types of 

stimuli. Conversely, for the group with articulation, the maximum activity for words was 

observed in left temporal lobe (Brodmann area 21). For control pseudowords, the maximum 

activity was observed in the right frontal lobe (Brodmann area 47); for pseudowords presented in 

FMa session, activity in temporal lobe (Brodmann area 22) increased bilaterally, but maximal 

activity was still in the right hemisphere.  

In the group without articulation, bilateral temporal activity was observed for control 

stimuli in all three intervals (Figures 11-13). For stimuli presented in FM session, activity in the 
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left temporal region remained high, as activity in the right temporal region decreased. For 

pseudowords presented during FM condition, an increased dense current source was observed in 

the left frontal lobe.  

In the group with articulation, for all three intervals (Figures 11-13) activity in response 

to words was very similar to that in the no-articulation group: for control words, bilateral activity 

in temporal region was observed, and for words presented in FM session, activity in left temporal 

region remained high, as activity in right temporal region decreased. For control pseudowords 

and pseudowords presented in FM session, an increased activity in right temporal and frontal 

regions was found. For pseudowords presented in FM session, activity in left temporal region 

increased, but activity in right temporal region remained high.  

Overall, LORETA analysis confirmed differences in the response lateralization to stimuli 

presented during learning session and control stimuli in groups with and without articulation.  

 

Figure 11 – LORETA maps of the current source density of neural activity for group 

without articulation (A) and articulation group (B) in the 391-441 ms time window 
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Figure 12 – LORETA maps of the current source density of neural activity for group 

without articulation (A) and articulation group (B) in the 480-530 ms time window 
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Figure 13 – LORETA maps of the current source density of neural activity for group 

without articulation (A) and articulation group (B) in the 646-696 ms time window 

 

2.3.2 Behavioral results 

2.3.2.1 FM condition results 

Prior to analysis of four behavioral tasks, we evaluated the learning performance on the 

spoken word forms in the FM and FMa groups. Only children who fully completed the learning 

task were included into the analysis. Reaction times (RT) in response to the 1st and 2nd 

presentation of a pseudoword or word were averaged. Three-way mixed ANOVA was applied to 

determine the effect of Articulation (articulation/without articulation) and Age (5/6/7 years) as 

between-subject factors, and Stimulus type (pseudowords/words) as within-subject factor on RT 

in the learning session. No significant effects of Articulation, Age or interactions were found. 

Nearly significant main effect of Stimulus Type (F(1,22) = 4.176, p = 0.053) was revealed. Two-

way mixed ANOVAs with Age (5/6/7 years) as between-subject factor, and Stimulus type 
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(pseudowords/words) as within-subject factor revealed a significant main effect of Stimulus 

Type in group without articulation (F(1,17) = 6.696, p = 0.019). Results showed that in the group 

without articulation the reaction time for pseudowords (M = 10797.2, SD = 11031.9 ms) was 

significantly greater compared to that for words (M = 2913.5, SD = 3148.2 ms). In group with 

articulation no significant effect of Stimulus Type was found (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 – Reaction time to pseudowords (black columns) and to words (grey columns) 

in learning session in groups with and without articulation. Bars denote SD values; asterisks 

denote statistical significance: * p < 0.05 

 

According to the experimental design, five minutes after the ERP recording, four 

behavioral tasks were administered to assess the quality of novel word form acquisition in FM 

and FMa groups. The first two tasks (Free Recall Task and Recognition Task) provided the 

evaluation of the pseudoword (=novel word) learning (for details, see Section 2.2.5). 

 

2.3.2.2 Free Recall Task  

During the task performance a child was required to reproduce as many word forms as 

s/he could remember from the experiment (a child was asked to say the words aloud). To 

evaluate the difference between FM and FMa groups in the number of remembered word forms, 

the crosstabulation and Pearson chi-square (ꭓ2) test were used. In the group without articulation 

the number of remembered pseudowords and words learnt in the FM session and control 

pseudowords and words was 10%, 80%, 10% and 65%, respectively. In the group with 

articulation – 0%, 75%, 0% and 12, 5%, respectively. No significant differences between groups 

in the number of remembered learnt novel and familiar word forms, as well as control 

pseudowords were found. Only the number of control familiar words differed significantly 
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between FM and FMa groups χ2 (2, N = 28) = 6.44; p = 0.04), with a greater number of stimuli 

recalled by children in the group without articulation (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15 – Number of recalled learnt and control word forms in free recall task in the 

group with (black columns) and without (grey columns) articulation. Asterisks denote statistical 

significance: * p < 0.05 

 

After that, non-parametric tests were applied to evaluate the difference between the 

number of learnt versus control familiar word forms. McNemar test revealed no significant 

difference between number of learnt and control pseudowords. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test 

showed that children significantly better recalled learnt familiar words compared to control 

familiar ones (p = 0.021). 

After that, to evaluate the difference between the number of recalled learnt and control 

familiar words in FM and FMa groups, 2-way mixed ANOVA design was applied (between-

subject factor: Group (articulation/without articulation) and within-subject factor:  Learning 

Session (FM/noFM)). Multiple pair-wise comparisons were adjusted using Least Significant 

Difference (LSD) test when necessary. Significant main effects of both Learning Session 

(F(1,26) = 6,901; p = 0.014) and Group (F(1,26) = 6,565; p = 0.017) factors and nonsignificant 

interaction were found. Results revealed that the control familiar words were recalled 

significantly better in group without articulation in comparison to group with articulation (N = 

0.85; SD = 0.148; N = 0.125; SD = 0.234; p = 0.015; respectively).  Conversely, in FMa group, 

learnt familiar words were recalled significantly better in comparison to control ones (N = 0.875; 

SD = 0.260; N = 0.125; SD = 0.234; p = 0.044; respectively).   
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2.3.2.3 Recognition Task 

When performing this task, children needed to identify (by pressing the button on the 

response pad) whether they had encountered the stimuli presented earlier during the experiment. 

The task was aimed at evaluating two parameters of the recognition performance: accuracy and 

reaction time, comparing them for different stimulus types from the experiment and, also, for 

control stimuli type – unexposed word forms used as competitors only (see Section 2.2.2 

Stimuli). 

Unfortunately, this task proved to be extremely challenging for children regardless of the 

type of the learning session, i.e. whether FM or FMa. Though the extremely thorough and very 

detailed instruction was given to a child by the experimenter, most of the kids completely failed 

at fulfilling the task. Most of the children simply pressed the button when any word or 

pseudoword was presented or pressed the button permanently without any attention to the 

audially presented stimuli. Those types of performance were observed regardless of the age of a 

child. It became obvious that most of the sample did not understand the task demands or forgot 

the instruction after the start of the test. Due to this reason, the results of the task could not be 

evaluated statistically as this type of recognition task design was challenging for children and 

showed high task complexity.  

 

2.3.2.4 Semantic Word-Picture Matching Task 

Two tasks were used to evaluate the acquisition of newly learned semantics: Semantic 

Picture-Word Matching Task and Word Definition Task. In the Semantic Matching Task, a child 

was required to match the semantics of newly learned word forms.  

Most children from both groups successfully selected the correct object corresponding 

semantically to the previously learned stimulus (presented auditorily during the task) from the set 

of five objects shown on the screen. In the group without articulation, the number of missed 

stimuli was significantly greater (χ2(1, N = 20) = 5.714, p = 0.017) for the 1st presented 

pseudoword (5 missed stimuli) in comparison to the 1st presented word (no missed stimuli). In 

the group with articulation, nearly significant difference (χ2(1, N = 20) = 3.692, p = 0.055) was 

found between missed 1st presented pseudoword (3 missed stimuli) and 1st and 2nd presented 

words (no missed stimuli (Table 4)). No significant difference between groups in number of 

missed stimuli was found. 
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Table 4 – Number of missed stimuli in Semantic Picture-Word Matching Task. 

 
1st 

pseudoword 

2nd 

pseudoword 

1st 

Word 

2nd 

Word 

FM group 5 2 0 0 

FMa group 3 2 0 0 

 

Reaction times in response to the first and second presentation of a pseudoword or word 

were averaged across groups. Three-way repeated measures mixed ANOVA was applied to 

determine the effect of Articulation (articulation/without articulation) and Age (5/6/7 years) as 

between-subject factors, and Stimulus type (pseudowords/words) as within-subject factor on 

Reaction time in semantic matching session. No significant effects of Articulation, Age, or 

interactions were found. Significant main effect of Stimulus Type (F(1,20) = 13.963, p = 0.001) 

was revealed. Two-way mixed ANOVA with between-subject factor Age (5/6/7 years) and 

within-subject factor Stimulus type (pseudowords/words) was applied for each group (FM and 

FMa) that showed a significant main effect of Stimulus Type in both groups (FM group: (F(1,4) 

= 14.138; p = 0.020); FMa group: (F(1,16) = 10.823; p = 0.005)). Results revealed that the 

reaction time was significantly greater for the pseudowords versus words in both groups: with 

articulation (words: M = 2147.0, SD = 662.9 ms; pseudowords: M = 3035.0, SD = 454.7 ms) and 

without articulation (words: M = 1618.2, SD = 851.9 ms; pseudowords: M = 2477.0, SD = 870.1 

ms) (Figure 16).  

 

Figure 16 – Reaction time to the pseudowords (black columns) and to the words (grey 

columns) in the Semantic Picture-Word Matching Task in groups with and without articulation. 

Bars denote SD values; asterisks denote statistical significance: * p < 0.05 
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2.3.2.5 Word Definition Task 

Word definition task was used to estimate the acquisition of meaning of learnt new word 

forms. A child was required to give a free definition of two pseudowords based on what had 

been learnt before during FM or FMa session. To evaluate the total number of correct definitions 

matching the acquired novel word forms in FM and FMa groups, crosstabulation and Pearson 

chi-square test (ꭓ2) were used. 

In the FM group, the number of correct and incorrect definitions given for the 

pseudoword paired with 1st unreal object was 45% and 55%, respectively. In the FMa group, the 

number of correct/incorrect definitions was 50% and 50%, respectively. No significant 

differences between groups in number of correct definitions matching the acquired novel word 

forms were found. 

In the FM group, the number of correct and incorrect definitions given for the 

pseudoword paired with 2nd unreal object was 35% and 65%, respectively. In the FMa group, the 

number of correct/incorrect definitions was 25% and 75%, respectively. Also, no significant 

differences in number of correct definitions were found. 

Finally, in the FM group, the number of correct and incorrect definitions given for the 

pseudowords paired with the 1st and the 2nd unreal objects were 55% and 45%, respectively. In 

the FMa group, the number of correct/incorrect definitions was 53,6% and 46,4%, respectively. 

No significant differences between groups were found. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

Here we presented behavioral and neurophysiological data on rapid associative learning 

of novel word forms, implemented via fast mapping paradigm with two modifications – with 

and without articulatory task, – collected on a sample of monolingual Russian typically 

developing preschool children of 5 – 7 years old. 

To evaluate the learning performance and to define neural dynamics of novel word 

acquisition, a comprehensive experimental design and paradigms appropriate for young children 

were created. The elaboration of FM paradigm was rather challenging in terms of creating 

experimental learning procedure that could simulate the process of new word acquisition in 

naturalistic environments. This required familiar and new word-object pairs to be controlled for 

various parameters, i.e. matching various psycholinguistic features in spoken word forms, 

accurate selection of unreal objects not present in everyday life of a child as well as real objects 

that would be well recognizable for a young child and serve as a familiar context where novel 

item would be incorporated. Moreover, a modified FMa session was implemented to study 

articulatory component of novel word acquisition. Here, we strictly controlled for unwanted 
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contribution of explicit learning and the articulatory task was given without visual 

reinforcement, i.e. no referred object appeared on the screen during pseudoword/word 

repetition. It allowed us to study separately the processes of articulatory learning within FM 

paradigm. In addition, we implemented a battery of behavioral tasks for testing the acquired 

word forms at different levels. Tasks were implemented in child-friendly paradigms and included 

free recall, recognition, semantic matching and word definition tasks.  

Behavioral results 

Behavioral tasks were administered to assess the quality of novel word form acquisition. 

Two of them, free recall and recognition task, provided the evaluation of the pseudoword 

learning at lexical level. The analysis of free recall task showed that the total number of recalls 

of learnt items was not high, particularly the number of recalled novel words was dramatically 

low in both FM and FMa groups. Only familiar words showed a slight advantage: children 

significantly better recalled learnt familiar words compared to control familiar ones; also, a 

number of control familiar ones recalled by children from the group without articulation task was 

greater. Moreover, familiar words learnt during session with articulation task were recalled better 

in comparison to control ones. Overall, results indicated that articulation task had no contribution 

to number of recalled novel word forms presented during semantic learning. Conversely, the 

number of recalled familiar words increased if associative learning was followed by the 

articulation task. 

Results of the recognition task from both groups of children (FM and FMa) could not be 

evaluated statistically as this task appeared to be challenging for children and revealed strong 

difficulties in performance. Applying this task in further developmental studies will apparently 

require substantial modifications in the task’s procedure. 

Two other tasks were used to evaluate the acquisition of newly learned words on the level 

of semantics: semantic picture-word matching and word definition task. During the semantic 

matching task most children successfully selected the correct object corresponding semantically 

to the previously learned stimulus. However, results revealed that the reaction time for newly 

learned item did not reach the level of that for familiar ones and was significantly greater in 

comparison to words in both groups. Thus, articulation task had no obvious effect on acquisition 

of newly learned semantics. To address this, further increase in sample size is needed. Word 

definition task estimated the acquisition of meaning of new word forms. Results revealed that the 

correct definitions for learned new items were given by more than a half of the sample (55% and 

53,6% in the FM and FMa groups, respectively), confirming importance of semantics in new 

word learning. However, no effect of articulation on number of correct definitions was found. 
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Thus, behavioral testing of the new word acquisition revealed poor retention and 

generally lower learning performance on the novel items with some advantage of familiar ones 

throughout the tasks. Also, preliminary data showed no advantage of associative learning 

followed by the articulation task. To analyze this, further increase in sample size is needed. 

Overall, our behavioral results are in line with data reported in literature and confirm slow 

process of new word learning in young children, signifying fast mapping as an initial first step in 

apprehending the meaning of a new word [56].  

 

ERP results 

The current study was aimed at examining the brain dynamics elicited by native familiar 

and novel words processing after associative semantic learning task with and without articulatory 

training in two groups of healthy monolingual Russian preschool children. 

The analysis of ERP data revealed nearly significant between-group (FM vs FMa 

condition) effect of articulatory training for the 391-441 ms and 480-530 ms time windows, and 

for the 646-696 ms time window no significant effect of articulation was found. 

391-441 ms time window 

ERP amplitude for learnt familiar words was significantly more negative (vs control 

ones) in lateral frontal and more positive in lateral parietal clusters of the left hemisphere in the 

nonarticulated condition, and more negative in medial frontal and more positive in medial 

parietal clusters in articulated condition. However, no significant effects of articulatory training 

for learnt novel words were found. 

At the same time, significantly increased negativity in frontal and increased positivity in 

parietal clusters for learnt familiar words (vs learnt pseudowords) were found in the group 

without articulation. Importantly, the similar differences were revealed between ERP amplitudes 

for learnt familiar words (vs learnt pseudowords) in the group with articulation in right-central 

cluster indicating increased negativity for articulated words in comparison to pseudowords. 

480-530 ms time window 

Significantly increased negativity for learnt nonarticulated familiar words (vs learnt 

pseudowords) was found in frontal clusters in the FM group and no significant effects were 

found in FMa group in this time window. 

646-696 ms time window 

Though for this time window no significant effect of articulatory training was found, our 

results revealed a significant difference between learnt nonarticulated familiar and novel words 

(vs control items) in medial cluster and nearly significant difference – in the cluster over the left 

hemisphere. 
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Again, significantly increased negativity in frontal and increased positivity in parietal 

clusters for learnt familiar words (vs control items) were found in the group without articulation 

and no significant effects were found in FMa group in this time window. Importantly, in the 

central cluster, ERP amplitude to learnt nonarticulated novel words was significantly reduced 

(versus control novel words) in the FM group. 

Overall, summarizing the ERPs results we can highlight that:  

1) for the 391-441 ms, 480-530 ms and 646-696 ms time windows, ERP amplitude 

to learnt familiar nonarticulated words was significantly more negative in frontal and more 

positive in parietal clusters in comparison to all other stimuli in both FM and FMa groups;  

2) for the 391-441 ms time window, similar differences were revealed between ERP 

amplitudes for learnt articulated familiar words (vs learnt pseudowords) in the FMa in the right-

central cluster; for the 646-696 ms time window, nearly significant difference between learnt 

nonarticulated familiar and novel words (vs control items) in the cluster over the left hemisphere 

in the FM group; 

3) for the 646-696 ms time window, an increased negativity of ERP amplitude was 

found for control pseudowords in comparison to learnt nonarticulated pseudowords as well as to 

all other nonarticulated stimuli in FM group. 

Here we presented the preliminary results of the experimental study aimed at 

investigating the effect of sensorimotor (articulatory) training during associative semantic 

learning task for online build-up of new word form representations with native phonology in the 

developing brain. Summarizing the results, we try to avoid uncertain interpretations and 

speculations but give some preliminary hypothesis depicting registered brain dynamics. 

Overall, the analysis of ERP data revealed only a nearly significant effect of articulatory 

training registered in the 391-441 ms and 480-530 ms time windows with more pronounced 

differences in ERPs amplitude for learnt familiar items. Nevertheless, LORETA analysis 

revealed bilaterally increased activity intemporal lobe and Brodmann area 22 with maximum 

activity remained in right hemisphere for learnt novel words presented after articulatory training. 

Further detailed analysis is needed to estimate cortical sources of the articulatory training-related 

ERP dynamics. 

Also, the results revealed a significant effect of learning in later 646-696 ms interval in 

medial electrode cluster and nearly significant effect – for the cluster over left hemisphere, 

indicating a significant difference between stimuli presented in nonarticulated condition and 

control items. Moreover, for this time window, increased negativity in ERP amplitude was found 

for control pseudowords in comparison to learnt nonarticulated pseudowords as well as to all 

other nonarticulated stimuli. Thus, it could be proposed that a semantic learning task leads to an 
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enhanced memory trace activation for both novel and familiar items, possibly indicating rapid 

formation of new word form representations as well as further strengthening of the pre-existing 

representations of familiar words. To our knowledge, current data are the first 

neurophysiological evidence of semantics importance in establishing rapid neural representations 

in developing brain.  

LORETA analysis confirmed an increased activity in left temporal region for all types of 

learnt word forms and revealed an increased dense current source in the left frontal lobe elicited 

by novel words forms after semantic training task. This may indicate that in the developing brain 

the pre-existing neural networks specialized in mastering the mother tongue are involved in the 

processing the new word forms with native phonology [57]-[58]. 

Previous studies have shown that formation of new memory traces for spoken word forms 

with native phonology could be captured after 20-30 min of repetitive passive exposure [57]-

[58], whereas in the current study rapid brain dynamics was revealed after only a one-trial 

presentation of novel item. Thus, it might indicate advantage of having a clear semantic referent 

in the context of familiar ones for the rapid formation of new memory traces for words. 

Overall, the current study is the first to apply neural dynamics together with behavioral 

learning assessment to investigate the effect of sensorimotor (articulatory) training during 

associative semantic learning task for rapid build-up of neural representations for word forms 

with native phonology in developing brain. 

One more final important remark should be made here. The current study was focused on 

the one of the long-standing issues: how a new word meaning is constructed by the developing 

brain. Notably, such issues should be investigated considering the developmental and dynamic 

system theory framework, as here we try to find interrelations of perception, action and cognition 

(i.e. early language acquisition) displayed in extra-rapid processes on neuro-behavioral level. 

One crucial point here is that human beings are good at shifting “the relative dominance of the 

immediate input versus the relative strength of the remembered input as the context demands” 

[59].  

Consequently, since the moment of birth, the ability to balance between on- and off-line 

shifting becomes a vital need for children. As they must not only learn well on-line but must gain 

the ability to process well “off-line”, that becomes really a tremendous developmental shift, that 

moves children from being dominated by the immediate input to the ability to hold aspects of the 

environment in memory and use those memories to acquire new knowledge. And as the research 

literature posits, over the lifespan children successfully gain this relative strength of the “tight 

coupling” between the mental dynamics and dynamics of the body and the environment, with 

age becoming able to enhance the flexibility to modulate that coupling when the situation or 
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context demand different skills. In sum, perception, action and cognition are mutually and 

flexibly coupled, so that such dynamic mutuality allows activity in any component of the system 

potentially entrain activity in any other component. That is, body, world and mind are always 

united by these common mutual dynamics [33]-[34], [59]-[60]. 
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3 Мechanisms for word acquisition in the adult brain: EEG and tDCS studies of 

novel word learning with and without articulation 

3.1 Introduction 

In real-life situations, acquisition of new words can arguably be achieved through two 

main learning strategies: a direct explicit instruction (e.g. “This is a nonie, please remember it”) 

or a contextually-driven implicit inference/deduction (“There is a brush, a comb and a nonie on 

the desk. Which colour is the nonie?”). Although not mutually exclusive, these two are 

characterised by dissociable (to a degree at least) properties. Explicit learning, often dubbed 

explicit encoding (EE), is usually associated with repetitive presentation occurring over extended 

(or even multiple) practice sessions, such as classroom instruction or rehearsal. In contrast, 

contextually-driven deduction normally takes place in routine daily interactions between 

individuals and appears to have a near-immediate effect, evident before long-term memory 

consolidation processes set in. For building up new semantic representations, it requires just a 

few expositions (with claims of even single-shot learning) in a context that facilitates inference 

through exclusion or deduction [13], [61]-[62]. This rapid implicit acquisition is often termed 

fast mapping (FM) and is considered to be a general learning mechanism that plays a key role in 

rapid acquisition of new words and their semantics in the process of natural language learning 

[10], [63]. 

Even though, as discussed below, teasing the two mechanisms apart is not 

straightforward; it is this latter strategy, FM, which has been argued to predominantly depend on 

the neocortex and be largely independent from the MTL and hippocampo-neocortical 

consolidation circuits. FM appears to be most efficient in children, in whom hippocampus and 

episodic memory are not fully developed [64]. Clinical investigations in patients with MTL 

lesions have shown that explicit exposure to new information results in poor behavioural 

outcomes, while FM learning regimes, on the one hand, lead to successful acquisition, and, on 

the other hand, are hampered by neocortical damage [7], [65]. BOLD-fMRI studies in healthy 

adults show that FM, in comparison to EE tasks, activates a more widespread neocortical 

network during encoding, which seems to most reliably include the anterior-temporal lobe, ATL 

[9], [19]. Left ATL neocortex, in turn, has been repeatedly suggested as a seat of lexico-semantic 

representations, playing the role of a central “hub” in distributed word memory circuits [66]. 

Furthermore, while EE seems to benefit from an overnight consolidation stage, learning via fast 

mapping does not trigger overnight changes in brain representations [19]. Moreover, even 

passive exposure to unattended novel word forms presented repeatedly outside of any task or 

context leads to immediate changes in the brain responses, indicative of a novel memory trace 

build up in the perisylvian neocortex [20], [47], [58], [67], provided the exposure is intensive 
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enough (dozens to hundreds of repetitions). Such different brain signatures of the two learning 

strategies in themselves support (partially) different mechanisms underpinning them and may 

thus explain diverging learning dynamics and efficiency. 

However, these findings still leave a number of questions open. First, findings of any 

advantages offered by FM and/or differential learning outcomes of the two regimes have been 

questioned by some studies that failed to replicate them [68]. On the other hand, in spite of 

frequent claims of FM benefits for learning, most of above studies in fact show better 

recognition rates after EE (although this does not per se undermine the distinctions found 

between the brain mechanisms). Second, the behavioural routines typically used to contrast the 

learning regimes differ in more than one dimension. The most typical paradigm used to 

implement this [19] uses a word-picture association approach, in which the FM condition 

presents the subject with two or more images, only one of them being novel, thus requiring 

inference to understand which of the objects the new word refers to (e.g., “Does nonie have 

legs?”); at the same time, the EE condition often presents only a single image in conjunction 

with its name (“This is a nonie”). Such a design implies a lack of basic visual balancing between 

the two conditions, which puts differential load already at the level of initial visual processing of 

the stimuli. Furthermore, at the higher cognitive level, it creates different distribution of attention 

across the visual field between the two conditions. Although attention and executive control may 

obviously influence on learning outcomes [67], the nature of such effects is not related to 

memory or language mechanisms as such and should be disentangled from them.  

Third, while these two conditions inevitably frame the task in cognitively different 

manners, it is further exacerbated by the way the instruction is typically offered in such an 

experiment. In FM condition [9], [61], a question (“Does the nonie have legs?”) or a request 

(“Bring/show me the nonie”) are used, whereas naming is used in EE (“This is a nonie”). 

Pragmatically, these three tasks constitute different speech acts [74] that put different demands 

on the cognitive system and are known to be underpinned by overlapping yet distinct brain 

networks [69]-[70], which further confounds any behavioural and neurophysiological 

distinctions found between FM and EE. While it may not be possible to fully balance the two 

clearly distinct learning regimes, minimising the effects of any extraneous factors, such as visual 

features, attention, cognitive load and contextual framing, is highly desirable to disentangle their 

mechanisms with fewer confounding factors. This is what we attempted to do in the current 

project. 

Equally important is the assessment of the learning outcomes. The tasks used for this 

diverge across studies, and most often include free recall, lexical decision and familiarity 

judgement. These are more shallow lexical tasks, which may not require full lexico-semantic 
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access of the newly formed memory traсe. A more elaborate testing that could require lexical as 

well as semantic (e.g., semantic judgement task, semantic matching, free-form definition), and 

possibly even contextual levels of testing, would therefore be desirable. This is what we 

endeavoured to do in the two studies presented below. 

Furthermore, the bulk of previous research in this area was done behaviourally and/or 

using slow neuroimaging tools, such as fMRI, to address distinctions between learning regimes. 

As such, these measures cannot address rapid neuronal activations that are known to take place 

on the millisecond range; this is particularly important for language, a function that relies on 

temporally dynamic processing of information rapidly unfolding over time [71]-[72]. To better 

understand the neural processes underpinning different types of language learning, there is a 

need for a more direct measure of electric neuronal activity, which can be provided by time-

resolved imaging tools such as EEG used here. On the other hand, while activity patterns 

obtained in brain studies are useful, causal evidence is also needed to scrutinise these distinctions 

in healthy individuals. Outside of limited patient studies, such evidence is presently lacking. The 

use of targeted neurostimulation techniques (such as tDCS employed in the current project) to 

influence the learning outcomes may provide the much needed evidence for the involvement of 

particular brain areas in specific learning types. These two strategies were implemented in the 

following two experiments we report here. 

While our previously reported results unequivocally indicate different neurophysiological 

mechanisms for these two encoding routes, the questions we ask in this part of our studies are 

whether (1) we can enhance learning by engaging processes of language production via an 

articulation task, and (2) we can influence these processes using neurostimulation tools and (3) 

such an influence can be specific to the brain area stimulated and the processes in question. 

To this end, we modified our EE vs. FM paradigm reported previously to prompt our 

subjects to articulate half of the novel items presented to them in both learning contexts, while 

learning the other half via the same active perceptual task as before (equally distributed across 

conditions in a fully counterbalanced manner). Furthermore, we used (1) the technique of 

transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) over the key language areas of Broca and 

Wernicke to affect the learning processes and (2) EEG recording to investigate the relative input 

of articulatory training in the word acquisition.  

It is proposed that if language was composed of an associative neuronal network, the 

component features of each new language item would require time for the network to consolidate 

those features into a functional unit [73]. Therefore, in this experiment perceptually learnt items 

provide only an acoustic signal to be encoded within the superior temporal cortex. Articulatory 

items provide an acoustic signal and an articulatory-motor element, distinct from but consistent 
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with the items perceptual signal, and would instigate activity in the inferior frontal cortex in 

addition to the superior temporal cortex of the left hemisphere, necessary for the perception of 

the acoustic language item. Consequently, the present data may illustrate differential behavioural 

efficiency between the ability to acquire perceptually and articulatory learnt items.  

 

3.2 EEG investigation of implicit and explict word acquisition with and without 

articulatory reinforcement 

This experiment uses our original experimental strategy developed and described 

previously for an optimally balanced study of explicit and implicit acquisition of novel word 

forms in a fully controlled contextual word-picture association-based design, and introduces an 

important additional modification of asking our subjects to articulate 50% of stimuli while being 

exposed to the other half of the stimulus set perceptually only. In this section, we report the 

results of the ERP analysis of the data collected for the items learnt with and without articulation. 

 

3.2.1 Methods 

3.2.1.1 Participants 

Participants were 50 self-reported healthy (with no hearing problems, speech disorders, 

neurological or psychiatric diseases, not using medications that affect the brain functioning) 

native Russian speaking volunteers (18 – 35 y.o., mean age 24, SD = 3.7, 33 females, all right-

handed). All of them provided written informed consent for participation in the experiment. The 

protocol of the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Saint Petersburg State 

University. 

 

3.2.1.2 Stimuli 

The stimulus set used in the current EEG experiment was created for the previous 

paradigm of exploring brain mechanisms of acquisition novel word forms under explicit 

encoding and fast mapping contexts (see 2017-2018 reports for a complete and thorough 

paradigm description). 20 words of each type (novel and familiar) were selected from the 

learning task basic set of target words of the previous perceptual-only experiment. Here, the 

number of chosen words for each original sequence was abridged to 8 familiar and 8 novel word 

forms wherein the linguistic frequency properties were preserved. In the learning task, we used 8 

previously created groups of images, each including 10 unique images, corresponding to novel 

tools and novel animals. For familiar words, we used similar groups of images corresponding to 

the meaning of the words.  
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3.2.1.3 Paradigm and procedure 

For recording the EEG data, to investigate the impact of articulatory program 

development on the acquisition of the semantic properties of new word forms, the previously 

reported experimental paradigm has been modified in the following way. 

1. First passive listening task block. Two types of word forms were auditorily presented: 

real words and pseudowords that did not differ in terms of their main psycholinguistic 

characteristics (length, bigram frequency) were included in the experiment. The stimuli belonged 

to one of the three subgroups: real words, pseudowords, which later participated in the active 

learning block (target), pseudowords, which did not participate in the semantization procedure in 

the learning block (control). Each word form was presented to each participant ten times in 

pseudo random order during passive listening. Auditory stimuli were presented with a SOA of 1 

sec jittered within +/-100 ms. During passive listening, a cartoon was played on the computer 

screen.  

2. Active learning block. The block was changed at the level of the program code of the 

NBS Presentation environment and at the level of typing of auditory stimuli in the target words 

lists. Participants were auditory presented with two types of trials – explicit encoding type and 

fast mapping type. During the auditory presentation of the first part of the question, a fixation 

cross was presented in the center (0;0) of the screen. The exposure time was equal to the length 

of the phrase introducing the target stimulus. After the end of the phrase, the target word was 

auditorily presented (t = 2 sec after target word onset), accompanied by sending two triggers 

(corresponding to the specific word form and type of presented stimulus) to the EEG-recording 

computer. Then two images appeared on the screen: in case of an explicit type of trial, the target 

image appeared alongside with a distractor image, whereas in case of an implicit type the image 

was presented alongside with a well-known image of some familiar animal or object; both of the 

images were displayed for 3 seconds. Next, in case of an explicit type of training, a question was 

presented in order to create an interrogative context similar to the implicit context using 

questions. After presenting visual stimuli and the second part of the question, only in the explicit 

context of training, a microphone icon appeared for the stimuli determined by the algorithm, 

which meant that the subject had to repeat the target word that had been heard earlier in the 

learning session. After that, in front of the subject on a computer screen a prompting answer 

appeared (“Yes” or “No”). At this moment, it was necessary to press a button on a response pad 

to enter the answer to the question. There was a 5-sec timeout for the button press, after which a 

new sequence began. Subsequently, the procedure was repeated until each of the stimulus words 

was presented ten times in random order. 
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3. Second passive listening task block. The procedure was identical with the first block of 

passive exposure to auditory stimuli. The main difference was the addition of another control 

group consisting of pseudowords which were not previously used in the experiment. 

 

3.2.1.4 EEG recording and analysis 

EEG was recorded using ActiChamp 128-channel EEG system with active electrodes 

(BrainProducts GmbH, Gilching, Germany) with FCz as a reference channel. All impedances 

were below 5 kOm. For recording continuous raw EEG signals we used BrainVision Recorder 

software (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). 

Data were recorded at 1000 Hz sampling rate and stored for further offline analysis. 

Subjects sat in a reclining chair in an air-conditioned sound-proof electromagnetically-shielded 

chamber separate from the recording equipment. The electrodes were placed in an EEG cap 

according to the extended 10-20 System (M1-ext montage by Easycap GmbH, Germany, 

https://www.easycap.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Easycap-10-based-electrode-

layouts.pdf). 

All analyses were performed using Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Products, v. 2.1) and R-

studio (v. 1.1.447). The recorded EEG was digitally filtered through IIR filter with high cut off 

on 0.1 Hz frequency and low cut off on 30 Hz frequency with notch filtering at 50 Hz. The data 

was downsampled to 250 Hz sampling rate and re-referenced to common average reference. 

Visual inspection in butterfly view and standard view, using, in addition, BVA raw data 

inspection algorithm were performed in order to identify noisy channels, which were then re-

interpolated.  Blink artifacts were removed with Independent Component Analysis algorithm 

implemented in Brain Vision Analyzer.  

Preprocessed EEG signals were segmented using unique stimulus markers corresponding 

to various types of the stimuli in the learning paradigm. Pre-stimulus baseline was taken at -100 

ms to 0 ms before the stimulus onset. Additional processing of ERP segments used Brain Vision 

Analyzer’s Artifact Rejection algorithm and DC detrending. 

The main focus was made on comparing ERP data collected in passive blocks, allowing 

to assess all stimulus type-related effects, including articulation, in novel words directly. These 

blocks were run before and after the main learning-task session, and ERPs were recorded to 

passively presented auditory word forms, enabling us to look at brain responses largely 

unconfounded by any tasks or motor activity.  

Using global field power (GFP) computed over all conditions (new and familiar word 

forms presented before and after the learning block), subjects and electrodes, we found the most 

prominent peaks at the following intervals: 70, 110, 200, 550 ms after the word onset (Figure 

https://www.easycap.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Easycap-10-based-electrode-layouts.pdf
https://www.easycap.de/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Easycap-10-based-electrode-layouts.pdf
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17). For each of these peaks, apart from the last one, we extracted window-mean ERP 

amplitudes over 40 ms windows surrounding these peaks from a large electrode cluster covering 

45 electrodes from F, FC, C, CP and P lines (i.e. 5 electrode lines with 9 electrodes each). The 

550 ms peak was rather broad and was therefore split into two 40-ms intervals, 510-550 and 550-

590 ms. These amplitudes were submitted to rmANOVA with factors: Articulation (2 levels: 

articulated/ unarticulated words), Learning type (2 levels: EE/FM), Training Part (2 levels:1 - 

before/2 - after training), and two topographic factors: Caudality (5 levels, frontal to posterior) 

and Laterality (9 levels, left to right). In this analysis, we only report data for the novel words. 

 

Figure 17 – Global field power (GFP) computed over all conditions, subjects and 

electrodes, indicated the most prominent peaks (highlighted) 

 

3.2.2 Results 

50-90 ms time window 

In the first time window, we found a significant interaction between factors Training Part 

and Laterality: F(8, 384) = 3.51, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.0004. Increase of ERP amplitudes in the left 

and right lateral areas and decreased positivity in the central area for all new words over the 

training session showed a general learning effect for all novel words (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18 – Interaction between Laterality and Training Part factors for novel words. 

Group average amplitudes with 95% confidence intervals 

 

  Moreover, in the first time window, we found a significant interaction of five factors: 

Learning type, Training Part, Articulation, Caudality and Laterality  (F(32, 1536) = 1.77, p < 

0.005, η2 = 0.0008), which was due to more negative activation for articulated words presented 

in implicit context in the passive listening task after the learning task (Figure 19).
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Novel articulated words in EE 

context 

Novel articulated words in FM 

context 

  

Novel unarticulated words in EE 

context 

Novel unarticulated words in EE 

context 

  

 

Figure 19 – Topography of learning-induced response changes (post- minus pre-training 

ERP difference) in the 50-90 ms interval for all novel articulated words presented under explicit 

condition (upper left panel), novel unarticulated words presented under explicit condition (lower 

left panel), novel articulated words presented under implicit condition (upper right panel) and 

novel unarticulated words presented under implicit condition (lower right panel). Scale in µV 

 

90-130 ms time window  

Similarly to what was previously described for the time window of 50-90 ms, in the 

second time window we found that brain responses displayed a significant change for novel 

words after the learning session (F(8, 384) = 2.87, p < 0.005, η2 = 0.0026). This effect of 

learning appeared as an increase of ERP amplitude in the left-lateralized channels; also, in 

central- lateralized and left-lateralized areas amplitude of ERP became more negative (Figure 

20).  
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Figure 20 – Interaction between Laterality and Training Part factors for novel words. 

Group average amplitudes with 95% confidence intervals 

 

 Second, we found an interaction between Learning type, Articulation, Training Part, 

Caudality and Laterality factors (F(32, 1536) = 1.66 p < 0.05, η2 = 0.0007): it appeared that 

ERPs elicited by articulated novel words learned either explicitly or implicitly became more 

different from one another after the training compared to those elicited by unarticulated words. 

As it can be seen in Figure 21, after the training (at the last experimental block), ERPs for novel 

words that were learned under implicit and explicit conditions with articulation had patterns of 

activation similar to the patterns for novel words presented without articulatory condition but 

displayed with lower positivity at right-lateralized locations. 
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context 
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Figure 21 – Topography of learning-induced response changes (post- minus pre-training 

ERP difference) in 90-130 ms interval for all novel articulated words presented under explicit 

condition (upper left panel), novel unarticulated words presented under explicit condition (lower 

left panel), novel articulated words presented under implicit condition (upper right panel) and 

novel unarticulated words presented under implicit condition (lower right panel). Scale in µV 

 

180-220 ms time window 

Analysis of third interval has shown significant interaction between three factors – 

Learning type, Articulation, and Training Part (F(1, 48) =  5.8, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.001). The results 

demonstrated that ERPs elicited by novel words that were trained either under explicit encoding 

or implicit learning condition with or without articulation became different from one another 

after the training session. Post hoc analysis for words presented in implicit context during 

learning session showed no significant result (p = 0.2); for words presented in explicit context, 

interaction between factors Training Part and Articulation was significant (F(1,48) = 5.257, p = 

0.02623, R2 = 0.0987). We found that difference between ERPs elicited by novel words learned 

either under implicit or explicit condition was predominantly due to changes in ERPs to 

unarticulated words presented under explicit condition in the learning block (Figures 22, 23). 
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Figure 22 – Interaction between Articulation and Training Part factors for novel words 

presented under explicit condition in the learning block. Group average amplitudes with 95% 

confidence intervals 

 

Novel articulated words in EE 

context 

Novel articulated words in FM 

context 

  

Novel unarticulated words in EE 

context 

Novel unarticulated words in EE 

context 

  

 

Figure 23 – Topography of learning-induced response changes (post- minus pre-training 

ERP difference) in the 180-220 ms interval for all novel articulated words presented under 

explicit condition (upper left panel), novel unarticulated words presented under explicit 

condition (lower left panel), novel articulated words presented under implicit condition (upper 

right panel) and novel unarticulated words presented under implicit condition (lower right panel). 

Scale in µV 
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510-550 ms time window 

In the fourth time window of 510-550 ms significant differences were revealed for all 

novel words presented in the first and second block of passive listening: (F(1, 48) = 5.003 p = 

0.03,  η2 = 0.0007) which showed the effect of learning manifested as a decrease in ERP 

response negativity (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24 – Mean amplitude of brain response for novel words before and after the 

learning session. Group average amplitudes with 95% confidence intervals 

 

Then, we analyzed the effect of interaction between Training Part, Articulation and 

Laterality factors (F(8, 384) = 2.4413  p = 0.01,  η2 = 0.003): after the learning session, 

lateralization of brain activity changed differently for words learned with and without 

articulation. Importantly, this interaction was mostly driven by the changes in ERPs elicited by 

the dynamics of brain responses to unarticulated novel words: (F(8,384) = 2.854, p = 0.004, R2 = 

0.0561), the amplitude of brain responses became less negative in centrally lateralized lines of 

electrodes (Figures 25, 26). 
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Figure 25 – Interaction between Lateralization and Training Part factors for novel 

unarticulated words. Group average amplitudes with 95% confidence intervals 

 

Novel articulated words  Novel unarticulated words 

  

 

Figure 26 – Topography of the response dynamics in the 510-550 ms interval for all 

novel articulated words (left panel) and novel unarticulated words (right panel). Scale in µV 

 

550-590 ms time window 

Similarly to the previous time window, we found a significant difference between mean 

ERP activity to words in passive listening blocks (F(1, 48) = 8.4, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.001) expressed 

as a decrease in the negativity of the amplitude of the brain response signal (Figure 27).  
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Figure 27 – Mean amplitude of brain responses for novel words before and after learning 

session in the 550-590 ms window. Group average amplitudes with 95% confidence intervals 

 

3.2.3 Discussion 

In this EEG experiments, we have tested electrophysiologically the acquisition of new 

perceptually perceived and articulated word forms under explicit encoding and implicit fast 

mapping conditions using a combined set of two paradigms maximally matched for presentation 

modes and cognitive load/difficulty. As reported previously (see our 2017 and 2018 annual 

reports), behaviourally our paradigm is capable of ensuring the similar level of learning in both 

EE and FM conditions, while at the same time showing divergence between the ERP correlates 

of word acquisition, suggesting different brain mechanisms for EE and FM acquisition modes. 

Here, we focus on the influence of articulatory training on ERP indices of learning. ERPs for 

novel words were obtained through passive EEG recordings (an established tool for registering 

word memory trace activation), performed before and after the learning block which involved 

audio-visual presentation of novel items in sentential context with or without the requirement to 

articulate the new word. We found the most prominent peaks at ~70, 110, 200 and 550 ms after 

the word onset, all of which indicated learning-specific effects. Moreover, we found multiple 

articulation effects when scrutinising the topographical distribution of ERP amplitudes elicited 

by the newly learnt words. Our previous studies focused on the differences elicited in response to 

implicit vs. explicit introduction of new words; here, in turn, we focus on articulation-related 

effects and interactions.  
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Already at the earliest peak (50-90 ms, most likely reflecting the well-known P50 

deflection), we found a clear effect of training, expressed as a topographical re-distribution of 

maximum activity: increase of ERP amplitudes in the left and right lateral areas and decreased 

positivity in the central area for all new words, suggesting a change in source orientation and 

strength, indicative of involvement of additional cortical areas after the learning. Also, in this 

time interval, there was a complex interaction involving the articulation factor suggesting that 

articulatory training influences implicit and explicit acquisition differently, inducing a left-

lateralised positivity (while obliterating right-hemispheric negativity) in the former and 

increasing centrally-distributed positivity in the latter. This clearly suggests a stronger formation 

of memory trace in the EE condition under articulatory demands, with less certain benefits for 

the FM at this time interval. 

To a degree, a similar effect of training – change to a more lateralized response (with left-

hemispheric preponderance) was also found in the next peak at 110 ms (i.e. most likely the N100 

response), which may indicate activity of new left-lateralised memory traces, formed in 

perisylvian language areas after just ten exposures to novel items in sentential context. At this 

time, however, articulation seems to negatively affect this change dynamics, reducing the 

polarity shift (less so for FM than for EE condition) possibly suggesting that the activity at this 

time reflects perceptual tuning to new items that can be disturbed by additional demands 

imposed by the need to involve the motor system as well. 

The above two peaks were rather early in the course of auditory word processing, likely 

before the full lexico-semantic recognition was possible. The third deflection at 200 ms was the 

largest in the GFP waveform, showing a more generalized activity possibly reflecting a more 

complete recognition of stimulus items, in line with various studies reviewed earlier in the 

introductory section. At this time, articulation clearly interacted with other factors, showing 

again a more profound effect on the explicit word acquisition, reducing frontal negativity while 

enhancing left-lateralised positive-going activation in response to words learnt via EE route. 

At the last deflection at ~500-600 ms, there was a general reduction of activity for the 

newly learnt words, similar to what was previously reported in various N400 studies and 

indicative of a lesser effort in lexico-semantic search processes. At this time, we also registered 

an interaction of training with articulation, showing a larger and a more posterior training effect 

for unarticulated words, again possibly suggesting interference between perceptual learning and 

the motor task. 

In sum, we demonstrated a complex effect of contextual training and articulatory learning 

on ERP indices of word acquisition. While some of the response dynamics (such as overall 

smaller amount of ERP amplitude change in articulatory condition) suggest interference between 
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motor demands and contextual word acquisition processes, leading to less expressed memory 

trace development, other aspects of the response pattern indicate a more profound influence of 

articulation on EE acquisition explicitly. This explicit acquisition mode, more reliant on the 

executive control network, may more readily integrate with the motor system and the set-up of 

new articulatory programmes in the learning process. It stands to reason that the FM learning, 

reliant on inference and mutual exclusion would naturally not benefit from turning the subject’s 

attention to the surface form and its phonological/articulatory make-up, which is exactly what we 

find here. Overall, the results again highlight the differences in brain mechanisms for EE and FM 

types of learning. Furthermore, they clearly indicate that adding articulatory component to new 

word acquisition may have a dramatic impact on the brain processes underpinning it. Future 

investigations should scrutinize these effects in more details (including cortical sources of the 

effects found) and link them to behavioural outcomes of the learning process. 

 

3.3 tDCS investigation of articulatory effects on novel word acquisition 

This section completes the report on the study of the role of articulatory activity in 

contextual acquisition of novel concrete semantics using tDCS. This work was originally 

planned for the final (third) year of the three-year project; however, some of it commenced ahead 

of time already in the second project year (see our 2018 report). Here, we complete and finalise 

this research. The paradigm, contrasting perceptual vs. articulatory learning and involving both 

implicit and explicit acquisition of new items is near-identical to the one described for the EEG 

study above. However, rather than recording the brain’s activity, here we apply, prior to the 

learning tasks, transcranial direct current stimulation of key language areas of Broca and 

Wernicke in the left hemisphere to explore their role in new memory trace formation as well as 

potential input of articulatory training into learning outcomes. Ultimately, this study may give us 

a clue whether or not neurostimulation techniques may hold any promise in terms of supporting 

and enhancing the brain’s learning mechanisms. 

 

3.3.1 Methods 

3.3.1.1 Participants 

160 healthy native Russian speaking participants (18 – 35 y.o., mean age 23.19, SD = 

4.01, 104 females, all right-handed) were randomly assigned to one of the five groups (N = 32 

each): (1) sham/placebo, (2) anodal stimulation of Wernicke’s area, (3) cathodal stimulation of 

Wernicke’s area, (4) anodal stimulation of Broca’s area, (5) cathodal stimulation of Broca’s area. 

All participants were native Russian speakers without any linguistic anomalies. Moreover, they 

were self-reported neurologically and mentally healthy and had normal or corrected-to-normal 
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visual acuity.  The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Saint Petersburg State 

University. 

 

3.3.1.2 tDCS stimulation 

Participants were seated comfortably in a chair in front of a personal computer screen in 

an electromagnetically and acoustically shielded chamber. A low constant current was delivered 

using a battery-driven stimulator, the BrainStim SYS (E.M.S, Bologna, Italy), through a pair of 5 

× 5 cm2 reusable conductive silicone electrodes. Electrical conductivity was provided with 

conductive gel (UniMax, Russia). For anodal stimulation, the anodal electrode was placed on the 

scalp over the Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, corresponding to F5 and CP5 electrode locations 

on the international 10-20 system, respectively (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28 – Location of stimulation anodal electrode for Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas 

 

The reference (cathodal) electrode was placed on the left trapezius muscle to avoid its 

potential inhibitory effect on the brain activity. For cathodal stimulation, the procedure was 

identical, except the polarity of the two electrodes was reversed.  

A constant 1.5 mA current was delivered for 14 min. Before that, the current gradually 

increased from 0 to 1.5 μA over 30 seconds. At the end of the stimulation, it was ramped back to 

zero over 30 seconds, giving the total tDCS time of 15 minutes. The current density was 0.06 

mA/cm2, which is within safety limits. After the stimulation, participants rested for 5 minutes 

and then were asked to perform the tasks. For the sham stimulation group, the electrodes were 

placed at the CP5 location for 15 min, but the current only lasted for 30 seconds at the beginning 

and at the end of stimulation to produce a physical sensation of active stimulation.  
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3.3.1.3 Procedure 

In order to clarify the role of the key language areas in word acquisition with and without 

articulation task, we used tDCS of Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas before a word-learning session. 

This learning procedure (see 2017 and 2018 reports as well as the EEG section above for details) 

utilized auditory exposure to 10 novel words, repeated 10-times each in a sentential context in 

combination with pictures of novel objects. We modulated (1) stimulation polarity (anodal, 

cathodal, sham/placebo), (2) stimulation site (Broca, Wernicke), (3) word-form novelty (novel 

stimuli, familiar control words) and (4) learning type (with/without articulation).  

Following the 15-minutes tDCS application, the participants were first exposed to the 

learning task; after the learning block, they tested for the quality of the acquisition of novel word 

forms. These were tested immediately after the learning session using button-press accuracy and 

reaction times on lexical level (recognition task) and semantical level (semantic decision – 

animate-inanimate, semantic word-picture matching task). Again, these bespoke and extensively 

controlled tasks were extensively described in our previous reports. Here, we recap their main 

features. The respective instructions for the experimental participants were as follows: 

Recognition (task 1). Instruction for task № 1 was: «You will be presented with spoken 

words sequentially. Press “Yes” if you have encountered the word during the experiment, or 

press “No” if you have not». 

Semantic decision (task 2). Instruction for task №2 was: «You will be presented with 

spoken words sequentially. Press “1” if you have encountered the word during the experiment 

and the word denotes an animal, press “2” if you have encountered the word during the 

experiment and the word does not denote an animal, or press “3” if you do not know or are not 

sure».  

Semantic word-picture matching (task 3). Instruction for task № 3 was: «You will be 

presented with spoken words sequentially and with four images at the same time. You will be 

presented with real and meaningless words sequentially. From the presented images, choose the 

one that corresponds to the word heard. Press “1” for the upper left image, “2” for the upper right 

image, “3” – to the lower left image, and “4” – to the lower right image». 

Reaction times (RT) and response correctness were recorded in all tasks using NBS 

Presentation stimulation programming environment. 

 

3.3.1.4 Statistical analysis  

Response accuracies and reaction times (RTs) were compared across all four tDCS 

groups and, for each of the group, with sham group with the use of (a) repeated-measures 

analysis of variance (ANOVA), (b) Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test, respectively. We 
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tested potential differences between five groups separately for each task (word-picture matching 

task, semantic decision task and recognition task) particularly taking into account the 

Articulation/No articulation effect. Reaction times only were taken into consideration for correct 

responses. Reaction times that differed by more than 1,5 times of standard deviation from the 

mean were excluded from the raw data.  

 

3.3.2 Results 

Below, we summarise the results for lexical and semantic tasks separately, starting with 

the latter ones. 

 

3.3.2.1 Semantic word-picture matching performance  

Reaction time for novel stimuli and familiar control words combined 

To determine whether the respondent’s ability to correctly perform semantic word-picture 

task improved due to tDCS and articulation, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was 

conducted with the reaction time as dependent variable. A significant interaction between 

stimulation and articulation factors was found across all groups (F(4,149) = 2.44, p = 0.0491). 

Statistical analysis with the use of non-parametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test 

revealed a significant difference between the sham group and each of the real tDCS stimulation 

groups (anodal Broca’s; anodal Wernicke’s; cathodal Broca’s; cathodal Wernicke’s) for 

articulation and non-articulation conditions combined (Figure 29). We also found a significant 

difference within non-articulation conditions between sham group (M = 4073, SD = 219) and (1) 

anodal Broca’s group (M = 2071, SD = 217, p < 0.0000); (2) сathodal Wernicke’s group (M = 

1992, SD = 220, p < 0.0000); (3) сathodal Broca’s group (M = 2244, SD = 211, p < 0.0000); (4) 

anodal Wernicke’s (M = 2972, SD = 214, p < 0.0000) group. Similarly, a significant difference 

was revealed for articulation condition between the sham group (M = 4073, SD = 218) and (1) 

cathodal Broca’s (M = 2053, SD = 214, p < 0.0000); (2) anodal Broca’s group (M = 2071, SD = 

222, p < 0.0000); (3) cathodal Wernicke’s group (M = 1992, SD = 213, p < 0.0000); (4) anodal 

Wernicke’s group (M = 2902, SD = 215, p < 0.0000). In sum, all real tDCS groups showed a 

striking effect of tDCS on reaction times, substantially speeding up the responses, but these 

effects were not specifically influenced by the articulatory manipulation. 
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Figure 29 – RT in word-picture matching task for different stimulation modes for novel 

and familiar words with articulation effect. Bars denote median, first and third quartile 

(“hinges”) and 95% confidence interval of median (“notches”), asterisks denote statistical 

significance: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. The same refers to other bar graphs below 

 

Reaction time for novel stimuli  

There was no interaction between stimulation and articulation factors in RTs when taking 

all five experimental groups into account (F (4,149) = 0.183; p < 0.947) for novel stimuli (Figure 

30).  Statistical analysis using non-parametric Wilcoxon test revealed a significant difference for 

non-articulation stimuli between sham (M = 4917, SD = 123) and all stimulation groups: anodal 

Broca’s (M = 2783, SD = 114, p < 0.0000); cathodal Wernicke’s (M = 2871, SD = 118, p < 

0.0000); cathodal Broca’s (M = 3139, SD = 111, p < 0.0000); anodal Wernicke’s (M = 3941, SD 

= 123, p ≤ 0.005). Similar significant differences appeared for articulation-condition stimuli 

between sham (M = 4703, SD = 122) and each of the real tDCS stimulation groups: cathodal 

Broca’s (M = 2575, SD = 114, p < 0.0000); anodal Broca’s (M = 2620, SD = 113, p < 0.0000); 

cathodal Wernicke’s (M = 2712, SD = 120, p < 0.0000); anodal Wernicke’s (M = 3776, SD = 

123, p ≤ 0.005). 

Finally, when comparing articulation vs non articulation conditions separately within 

each group for the word-picture matching task, we found that articulation words led to faster 

reactions than non-articulation words specifically for cathodal stimulation of Broca’s area (W = 

4632; p ≤ 0.0005). 
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Figure 30 – RT in word-picture matching task for different stimulation modes for novel 

words with articulation effect. Bars denote median, first and third quartile (“hinges”) and 95% 

confidence interval of median (“notches”), asterisks denote statistical significance: * p < 0.05; ** 

p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 

 

Response accuracy for novel stimuli  

Response accuracy for the trained words appeared to be high in articulation tasks in 

anodal Broca’s (82.52%) and cathodal Broca’s (82%) groups, with lower results in anodal 

Wernicke’s and in sham group (75%). However, differences in accuracies reached a significant 

level between articulation and no articulation tasks only in cathodal Wernicke’s group (W=6066, 

p≤0.44), showing higher accuracies for the unarticulated words (Figure 31).  

 

 

Figure 31 – Response accuracies in word-picture matching task for different stimulation 

modes for novel words. Bars denote median, first and third quartile (“hinges”) and 95% 

confidence interval of median (“notches”), asterisks denote statistical significance: * p < 0.05; ** 

p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 
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Wilcoxon – Mann – Whitney rank sum test was used on raw data to test whether there 

were any significant differences in response accuracies for stimulation groups and sham group. 

Response accuracy for the new words appeared to be significantly lower for articulation tasks in 

sham group (75%) and higher for articulation tasks in anodal Broca’s (83%, p ≤ 0.004) and 

cathodal Broca’s stimulation groups (82.5% p ≤ 0.005).  

 

3.3.2.2 Semantic decision performance  

Reaction time for novel stimuli and familiar control words 

No significant interaction between stimulation and articulation modes was found (F 

(4,148) = 0.543; p ≤ 0.705). Planned comparison revealed a significant difference for the 

articulation condition between sham (M = 1708, SD = 179) and anodal Broca’s group (M = 

1609, SD = 188), W = 14356, p ≤ 0.015, as well as between sham and cathodal Wernicke’s 

groups (M = 1597, SD = 204), W = 15510, p ≤ 0.011 (Figure 32). 

 

 
Figure 32 – RT in semantic decision task for different stimulation modes for novel and 

familiar words with articulation effect. Bars denote median, first and third quartile (“hinges”) 

and 95% confidence interval of median (“notches”), asterisks denote statistical significance: * p 

< 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 

 

Reaction time for novel stimuli  

In semantic decision task, we found no significant interaction between stimulation group 

and articulation factor in RTs (F (4,145) = 0.274; p ≤ 0.894). Overall, however, the fastest 

reaction time was observed in anodal Broca’s stimulation group in no articulation task (M = 

1827.9, SD = 123), while the slowest reaction time – in sham group in no articulation task (M = 
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2083, SD = 155; difference between these two conditions was significant, W = 1519, p ≤ 0.018 

(Figure 33).  

 
Figure 33 –RT in semantic decision task for different stimulation modes for novel words 

with articulation effect 

 

Response accuracy for novel stimuli  

The sematic decision accuracy varied between 46.8% (for sham group in no articulation 

task) and 70.97% (for cathodal Wernicke’s stimulation group in articulation task). A comparison 

of five experimental groups revealed a significant interaction of Stimulation and Articulation 

factors (F (3,150) = 5.476; p ≤ 0.0013). Overall, the sham group was the least accurate, with 

higher accuracy in real tDCS groups (Figure 34).  

 
Figure 34 – Response accuracies in semantic decision task for different stimulation 

modes for novel words with articulation effect 
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However, comparison of response accuracies in stimulation groups under articulation and 

no articulation conditions revealed a significant difference. Response accuracy in articulation 

tasks was higher, than that in no articulation ones for cathodal Broca’s and both Wernicke’s 

groups, but not for sham and anodal Broca’s tDCS groups (see Table 5 for statistical 

comparisons). 

 

Table 5 – Statistical comparison of response accuracies for novel stimuli for articulation 

and no-articulation conditions 
 

Articulation No articulation Wilcoxon – Mann 

– Whitney rank 

sum test 

 

P value 

Anodal Broca’s   65.67 64.67 7898.5 0.609 

Anodal 

Wernicke’s 

67.91 61.79 8950.5  

 

0.036 

Cathodal 

Broca’s     

70.16 60.48 9104 

 

0.009 

Cathodal 

Wernicke’s  

70.97 64.76 9016 

 

0.037 

Sham 50.60 46.80 8424 0.328 

  

3.3.2.3 Recognition task 

Reaction time for novel stimuli and familiar control words 

To assess general tDCS effects, we first compared the real stimulation groups and sham 

group to test whether there were any differences between them for all stimuli (novel and 

familiar) combined. No significant interaction between stimulation and articulation factors in 

RTs was found (F (4,150) = 0.064; p ≤ 0.992).  Statistical analysis revealed a significant 

difference between all stimulation groups (anodal Broca’s; anodal Wernicke’s; cathodal Broca’s; 

cathodal Wernicke’s) and sham group for articulation and non-articulation words together, 

showing markedly speeded up responses for real tDCS conditions (Figure 35). We also tested the 

articulation and no-articulation conditions separately for tDCS effects. There was also a 

significant difference within non-articulation condition between sham group (M=1184, SD=221) 

and cathodal Wernicke’s group (M = 1061, SD = 229, p < 0.0001); anodal Wernicke’s group (M 

= 1079, SD = 225, p ≤ 0.019); cathodal Broca’s group (M = 1083, SD = 225, p ≤ 0.004); anodal 

Broca’s group (M = 1107, SD = 233, p < 0.0000). Within the articulation condition, there was a 

significant difference between sham group (M = 1133, SD = 217) and cathodal Broca’ group (M 
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= 1056, SD = 237, p < 0.0000); anodal Broca’s group (M = 1059, SD = 235, p < 0.0000); anodal 

Wernicke’s group (M = 1083, SD = 235, p < 0.0000); cathodal Wernicke’s (M = 1040, SD = 

240, p < 0.0000). 

 
Figure 35 – RT in recognition tasks for different stimulation modes for novel and familiar 

words with articulation effect 

 

Reaction time for novel stimuli  

We found no significant interaction between Stimulation and Articulation/No articulation 

factors for RTs to novel words (F (4,150) = 0.922; p ≤ 0.453). 

 
Figure 36 – RT in recognition tasks for different stimulation modes for novel words with 

articulation effect. Bars denote median, first and third quartile (“hinges”) and 95% confidence 

interval of median (“notches”), asterisks denote statistical significance: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; 

*** p < 0.001 

 

Generally, in this task, reaction times for articulated words were lower than those for 

unarticulated words. In articulation condition, the recognition task showed faster reactions for 

cathodal Wernicke’s (M = 1089, SD = 118), anodal Broca’s (M = 1094, SD = 117), cathodal 

Broca’s stimulation groups (M = 1101, SD = 115), than in sham group (M = 1201, SD = 106) 
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(р≤0.000 for each comparison; Figure 36). Similarly, the reaction times for unarticulated novel 

words were lower in all stimulation groups: cathodal Wernicke’s (M = 1118, SD = 112), anodal 

Broca’s (M = 1146, SD = 116), anodal Wernicke’s (M = 1162, SD = 107), cathodal Broca’s (M 

= 1185, SD = 100) – than those in the sham group (M = 1284, SD = 113) (р ≤ 0.05 for each 

comparison). 

When analysing the groups separately, we found a difference in reaction times between 

articulated and unarticulated words (faster responses for articulated items) for cathodal Broca’s 

stimulation group (р ≤ 0.026) and sham group (р ≤ 0.025).  

 

Response accuracy for novel stimuli  

Response accuracy (Figure 37) for articulated words appeared to be exceedingly high in 

all stimulation groups (96 to 98%) as compared to the sham group (91.5%) (р ≤ 0.005 for each 

comparison). The same result was obtained for unarticulated words:  all stimulation groups (92 

to 96%) differed from the sham group (87%) (р ≤ 0.005 for each comparison). However, no 

significant interaction of Stimulation and Articulation factors was found for novel words in 

response accuracy (F (4,150) = 0.048; p ≤ 0.996). 

 
Figure 37 – Response accuracies in recognition tasks for different stimulation modes for 

novel words with articulation effect 

3.3.3 Discussion 

Over the last two decades, non-invasive stimulation of the human brain has been steadily 

gaining popularity for both clinical applications and neuroscientific research. tDCS, in particular, 

has seen remarkable growth in its use due to its accessibility, ease of use, relative safety and 

often rather striking outcomes. Even though the exact mechanisms underpinning tDCS influence 
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on neural activity are not understood completely, the mainstream view is that, at least at low 

intensity levels, it does not cause any neural excitation or inhibition per se. Instead, it modulates 

the resting transmembrane potential in a graded way towards de- or hyperpolarization, shifting 

the excitation thresholds up or down and thereby making the neural system more or less 

susceptible to modulations by other events, stimuli, states of behaviours. While most of the 

applications reported to date have focused on the motor function and/or motor system deficits, it 

has been increasingly applied to higher-level cognitive functions and their respective disabilities. 

There has been a rise in its application to speech and language, mostly in research aimed at the 

recovery of post-stroke aphasia, even though it has so far led to mixed results with respect to the 

therapeutic potential, stimulation sites and hemispheres, and current polarity.  

Here, we embarked upon the first comprehensive investigation of effects of tDCS 

application to key language areas on word acquisition and systematically modulated, articulatory 

component, tDCS application site, and stimulation polarity. We found a highly complex pattern 

of modifications in the subjects’ responses following tDCS procedure.  

The findings of the current study demonstrate that the learning effect for both articulated 

and unarticulated novel words across all stimulation groups was higher than that in the sham 

group, which was evident in both semantic and lexical tasks. We mostly observed shorter 

response times in active tDCS groups in comparison with the placebo (sham) stimulation group. 

We did not find a suppression effect of tDCS for any site of polarity, even though the facilitatory 

effect was expressed to different degrees.  

In semantic tasks, stimulation of both Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas has generally 

produced a positive effect on learning, achieving lower reaction time for words learnt in both 

articulation and no-articulation tasks. The most effective tDCS regime for decreasing reaction 

time in perceptual-only learning (i.e. without the articulation task) was anodal Broca’s 

stimulation, and for articulated items it was both – anodal and cathodal stimulation of Broca’s 

area, suggesting a polarity-unspecific effect of Broca’s area tDCS on articulatory learning. The 

highest accuracy in semantic tasks was for anodal Broca’s and cathodal Wernicke’s for no 

articulation tasks, and cathodal Broca’s and cathodal Wernicke’s for articulation tasks, a 

complex pattern that is difficult to explain in minute detail, but nevertheless suggesting a 

generalised facilitation role played by tDCS of the core language areas on word learning 

efficiency. Mostly, response accuracy was higher for articulation tasks, than for no articulation 

tasks. 

In the lexical task, testing the word-form recognition, higher accuracy and faster response 

time were observed, in comparison with semantic tasks; reaction time in articulation tasks was 

much lower than that in no articulation tasks. As we already noted, the learning effect in all 
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stimulation groups was higher than in the sham group. The most effective in lowering reaction 

time in both no-articulation and articulation tasks was cathodal tDCS of Wernicke’s area. The 

highest accuracy in lexical tasks for no articulation and articulation tasks was observed in both 

Broca’s tDCS groups and anodal Wernicke’s group. 

Our results indicate that tDCS of core language areas can influence the integration of 

newly learned words into the existing semantic system. Overall, it appears that the word forms 

were mastered most efficiently after stimulation of Broca’s area, highlighting its role not only in 

speech production but also in comprehension and word acquisition. This was true for the 

semantic level (demonstrated by the word-picture matching task and semantic decision task). On 

the lexical level (recognition task), the most effective method for newly learned words was for 

articulation and stimulation of Wernicke’s area. These differences clearly indicated that, even 

though tDCS is considered to have low neuroanatomical precision, site-specific stimulation 

could lead to selective changes in performance in lexical, semantic and possibly articulatory 

tasks. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this set of experiments, we addressed the input of articulation into novel word learning 

using both recordings or brain activity and electrical stimulation of core language areas to 

influence the learning process. While the effects of articulatory task on the learning outcomes 

were subtle, we could see them in both EEG data, which suggested a complex pattern of 

interplay between the learning regime and the motor demands, and tDCS data, which have 

shown effects of articulatory learning at both lexical and semantic levels. Importantly, these 

latter results have shown both generalized tDCS effects (suggesting improved learning 

performance after stimulation overall) and certain specificity of local stimulation on different 

learning modes, improving articulatory learning after Broca’s area tDCS, in particular. Overall, 

these results demonstrate that we can use modern electrophysiological techniques not only for 

tracing the formation and activation of novel memory traces for linguistic elements in the 

process of their acquisition, but also influence these processes using neurostimulation tools, 

which holds a promise for future applications in treating learning disorders, language deficits as 

well as enhancing healthy learning.  
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4 EEG investigation of acquisition of concrete vs. abstract words 

4.1 Introduction 

The neurobiological mechanisms of human language function are still poorly understood. 

As the bedrock of our communication ability, this unique human neurocognitive trait is crucial 

for our personal and socio-economic well-being. However, little is known about the mechanisms 

of encoding and storage of language representations, including their most important aspect, the 

meanings (semantics) of individual words. One of the most crucial distinctions in this domain a 

distinction between the representations of concrete and abstract meanings. Available behavioral 

and neuroimaging studies reveal distinctions between the cognitive mechanisms underpinning 

encoding and storage of abstract and concrete semantics. Concreteness of words is known to 

positively correlate with speed and accuracy of their processing, the so-called concreteness effect 

[74]-[76]. Furthermore, most of neurophysiological data suggest overlapping but not identical 

brain areas involved in abstract vs. concrete stimulus processing [77]. Greater activation in such 

areas as middle and superior temporal gyrus (STG, MTG) and left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) 

was associated with the processing of abstract words [74], [78]-[80]. Concrete words, in turn, 

have been shown to activate, amongst others, the ventral anterior part of the fusiform gyrus [74], 

[80]-[81]. Meanwhile, enhanced activation for abstract, as opposed to concrete, words has been 

observed in the anterior temporal region (ATL) in a number of studies [82]-[84], whereas other 

experiments revealed the opposite, activation in ventral ATL specific for concrete words [85]-

[86], or an equal involvement of ventrolateral ATL for both word types [88]. As can be noted 

from the above, the available data on the brain regions that provide processing of abstract and 

concrete semantics, while suggesting distinctions, is nevertheless contradictory. 

EEG studies also demonstrate differences in ERP data on abstract and concrete words.  

For instance, word concreteness leads to a greater negativity of the N400, especially in anterior 

areas, decreasing over posterior sites [89]. Concrete words also elicit larger N700 responses 

compared with abstract ones even if they are matched for their context-availability and 

imageability [76], which, as the authors asserted, could not be explained by context-extended 

dual-coding theory. 

Nevertheless, EEG research of concreteness effect is scarce, particularly in relation to 

word acquisition [90], which was the main aim of the present study. To tackle that, we aimed at 

exploring the build up of new concrete and abstract representations in a balanced and carefully 

controlled contextual word acquisition paradigm, unconfounded by neither physical or 

psycholinguistic word parameters, nor by pre-existing semantics.  We compared EEG activation 

elicited in the brain by newly learned abstract and concrete words denoting novel, previously 

unknown, semantics. This work was commenced in previous years (therefore, please see the 
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relevant reports for 2017 and 2018 for more details of the background and methods) but was 

fully implemented and completed during the third year of the project. 

 

4.2 Methods 

To continue the investigation of concrete and abstract word acquisition using EEG, the 

already existing sample was expanded to 30 participants (18 – 35 y.o., mean age 23.4, SD = 

4.13, 14 males, 16 females). All subjects were right-handed native monolingual Russian 

speakers, had normal or corrected to normal vision, no history of neuropsychiatric disorders, 

trauma or drug abuse. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Saint Petersburg 

State University. 

See previous reports for exhaustive details of the stimulus preparation and other 

procedures, which are only briefly recapped here. 20 novel word forms controlled for overall 

psycholinguistic properties (e.g. cardivok*) and combined with new concrete or abstract (n = 10 

each) meanings were visually presented to participants in context of short 5-sentence stories, 

e.g.: 

● Massive hairdos and wigs often contained a cardivok. 

● If you had a flea infestation, you might use cardivok. 

● As it became full of fleas, the owner should empty his cardivok. 

● To control fleas in medieval times, people used cardivok. 

● They put a bait for insects in a little box, that’s how they made cardivok. 

 

128-channel EEG was recorded during passive reading task, which included novel words, 

their lexical competitors (e.g. cardinal and cardirin*), control words (e.g. terminal) and 

pseudowords (e.g. circutok*) as well as infrequent targets. The actual word forms were fully 

rotated across subjects to appear in different roles as well as avoid accidental idiosyncratic 

effects of pairing particular meanings and orthographic surface forms. 

Behavioural learning outcomes were assessed using 5 tasks: Free recall, Recognition, 

Lexical decision, Definition, and Semantic matching. 

 

EEG analysis 

ERPs exhibited main peaks in global field power (GFP) at ~96-116 ms, 136-156 ms, and 

196-216 ms, which were analysed for a large 45-electrode cluster covering most of the activation 

landscape using rmANOVA (factors Stimulus Type, Hemisphere, Caudality, and Laterality) with 

post-hoc t-tests, as well as Wilcoxon signed-rank test with cluster-based permutation statistics. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Behavioural results 

Reaction times in Recognition and Lexical decision tasks and accuracy scores in all tasks 

were analyzed for novel concrete and abstract words (Table 6).  

 

Table 6 – Descriptive statistics for behavioural data   

 Mean Standard 

error 

SD 

Task 1: free recall. Accuracy scores 

Concrete words 4.30  0.54  2.94  

Abstract words 5.83  0.53  2.90  

Task 2: recognition. Accuracy scores 

Concrete words 6.53  0.42  2.30  

Abstract words 6.40  0.43  2.37  

Task 2: recognition. Reaction time (ms) 

Concrete words 879  49  263  

Abstract words 822  38  210  

Task 3: lexical decision. Accuracy scores 

Concrete words 3.00 .555 3.040 

Abstract words 2.87 .550 3.014 

Task 3: lexical decision. Reaction time (ms) 

Concrete words 897  67  306  

Abstract words 831  63  280  

Task 4: semantic definition. Accuracy scores 

Concrete words 10.48  1.71  9.37  
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Abstract words 8.60  1.20  6.59  

Task 4: semantic definition. Matching scores 

Concrete words 1.72  0.37  2.02  

Abstract words 1.62  0.30  1.67  

Task 5: semantic matching. Accuracy scores 

Concrete words 5.52  0.41  2.27  

Abstract words 4.83  0.39  2.15  

 

Comprehensive analysis using Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed significant differences 

in amount of correctly recalled letters in free recall task (p = 0.046, Z = -1.994) (Figure 38a) and 

reaction times in recognition (p = 0.014, Z = -2.454) (Figure 38b) and lexical decision tasks (p = 

0.028, Z = -2.201) with better performance of abstract vs. concrete words (Figure 38c). On the 

contrary, concrete words received more accuracy scores in free-form (p = 0.084, Z = -1.731) 

(Figure 38d) and multiple-choice (p = 0.080, Z = -1.748) (Figure 38e) definition tasks than 

abstract words, albeit only at a tendency level. Thus, concrete words were better performed in 

semantic tasks, whereas abstract words – in lexical tasks. 

 

a. Free recall task       b. Recognition task      c. Lexical decision task 

 

 

d. Free-form definition task     e. Multiple-choice definition task 

Figure 38 – Behavioural results for novel concrete (blue) and abstract (red) words 
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4.3.2 EEG results 

Global field power (GFP) calculated over all stimuli, condition, subjects and channels 

showed three main ERP peaks at ~96-116 ms, 136-156 ms, and 196-216 ms. These were further 

analysed statistically primarily for any effects or interactions reflecting differences between 

stimulus conditions. 

Comparison between concrete and abstract words revealed significant interactions in the 

2nd interval (136-156 ms) between stimulus type and hemisphere (F = 9.37, p = 0.0048); 

stimulus type, hemisphere and laterality (F = 5.10, p = 0.0027); stimulus type, caudality, 

hemisphere and laterality (F = 1.70, p = 0.0482). Post-hoc t-tests revealed significant differences 

in anterior temporal regions in both hemispheres and medial frontal and central regions in the 

right hemisphere, with more negative-going activity in the left hemisphere and more positivity in 

the right one for concrete vs. abstract stimuli. 

Comparison of pseudoword competitors for concrete and abstract words showed 

following differences and interactions: 

1) In the 1st interval (96-116 ms): significantly more negative response in right 

anterior frontal and more positive response in right temporoparietal areas to pseudoword 

competitors for concrete words than those for abstract words (cluster permutation statistics). 

rmANOVA revealed significant interactions between stimulus type and caudality (F = 5.07, p = 

0.0003); stimulus type and laterality (F = 3.35, p = 0.0240); stimulus type, caudality and 

laterality (F = 1.75, p = 0.0401). Pseudoword competitors of concrete words elicited significantly 

more positive response in left central region and more negative response in frontolateral areas of 

both hemispheres. 

2) No effects were observed in the 2nd interval. 

3) In the 3rd interval (196-216 ms): significant interactions between stimulus type 

and caudality (F = 3.92, p = 0.0025); stimulus type, caudality and hemisphere (F = 2.58, p = 

0.02922) were found. T-tests revealed significantly more negative response in left temporal and 

parietal areas and more positive response in frontal area to pseudoword competitors of abstract 

words than those of concrete ones. 

Comparison between concrete words vs. control pseudowords using cluster permutation 

statistics revealed significantly more positive response in right temporoparietal area in the 2nd 

interval (136-156 ms) and in right centroparietal area in the 3rd interval (196-216 ms) to concrete 

words rather than to control pseudowords. 

Comparison between abstract words vs. control pseudowords revealed significant 

interactions in the 3rd interval (196-216 ms) between stimulus type and hemisphere (F = 7.58, p 
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= 0.0110). Abstract words elicited significantly more positive response in the left hemisphere 

and more negative response in the right hemisphere than control pseudowords did (Figure 39). 

 
 

Figure 39 – ERP-results: GFP for combined responses to all stimuli and difference 

topographies between stimulus types (red crosses represent electrodes with significant amplitude 

differences, surviving corrections in cluster-based permutation tests) 

 

To demonstrate differences in the cortical sources of recorded electrical activity, which 

were revealed on each of the described intervals between stimulus types, LORETA source 

analysis algorithm (as implemented in Brain Visual Analyzer v2.0) was used. See Figure 40 (a-f) 

for source images showing activation contrasts between significantly different conditions.  

 
Figure 40a – Differences in the 96-116 ms interval between pseudoword competitors for 

concrete vs those for abstract words 
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Figure 40b – Differences in the 136-156 ms interval between concrete vs abstract words 

 

 

Figure 40c – Differences in the 136-156 ms interval between concrete words vs control 

pseudowords 

 

 
Figure 40d– Differences in the 196-216 ms interval between pseudoword competitors for 

concrete vs those for abstract words 
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Figure 40e – Differences in the 196-216 ms interval between concrete words vs control 

pseudowords 

 
Figure 40f – Differences in the 196-216 ms interval between abstract words vs control 

pseudowords 

 

Correlations between EEG and behavioural data 

To explore potential links between the discovered putative EEG indices of word 

acquisition and behavioural measures, we also ran a correlation analysis between the ERPs and 

behavioral outcomes of novel abstract and concrete words acquisition. For this, we used cluster 

permutation statistics taking the main ERP peaks over the entire array of sensors on the one 

hand, and behavioural measures on the other. The results revealed no correlations with ERP 

amplitudes for the free recall and recognition tasks. In the lexical decision task, correlation 

results were observed in the 2nd interval (136-156 ms) for the abstract words in terms of 

response accuracy correlating positively with ERP amplitude in the right occipital and lateral 

parietal areas (Figure 41a). The results of matching in the free-form definition task revealed 

correlations between the ERPs and correct answers for novel concrete words in the 2nd interval 

(136-156 ms) in the right temporal region and for novel abstract words in the 3rd interval (196-

216 ms) in the left parietal area (Figure 41b, 41c). Accuracy of the same task positively 
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correlated with ERPs for concrete words in the 3rd interval in the left parietal and occipital areas 

(Figure 41d). In the multiple-choice definition tasks significant positive correlations were found 

between accuracy of abstract words and their ERPs in the 1st interval (96-116 ms) in the left 

central parietal area (Figure 41e). 

 

a. Lexical decision task (accuracy), abstract words 

 

b. Free-form definition task (matching), concrete words 

 

c. Free-form definition task (matching), abstract words 

 

d. Free-form definition task (accuracy), concrete words 

 

e. Multiple-choice definition task (accuracy), abstract words 

Figure 41 – Topographies of correlation coefficients between ERPs amplitudes and 

behavioural outcomes (red crosses denote significant correlations) 
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4.4 Discussion 

The results of the current study generally confirm the existing evidence of “concreteness 

effect” previously described in the literature [74]-[76], even though the direction of this effect is 

not fully in line with the previous studies. Particularly, it is observed here in differences between 

the acquisition of novel abstract and concrete words both at the level of surface word forms and 

at the level of their meaning/semantics.  

Higher definition accuracy for novel concrete words versus faster reaction time for novel 

abstract words in recognition and lexical decision tasks allow us to make the following 

suggestion. Abstract words elicit a higher cognitive and emotional response in terms of primary 

stimulus processing, which is observed in better recall and faster reaction (in comparison with 

concrete words). However, the meaning of novel abstract semantics remains poorly understood 

and remembered. Therefore, concreteness effect mainly occurs in acquisition of novel meaning 

which refers to a concrete object, rather than in memorization of a novel surface word form as 

such. We suggest that processing of abstract words is accompanied by additional cognitive load, 

which is partially supported by the positive correlation between their semantic matching 

accuracy and the amplitude of early activation in the left-central parietal area (96-116 ms). This 

brain area corresponds to matching parts with complex object perception (e.g., transfer between 

visual orthographic information and linguistic representations as such, while reading). 

Difficulties in understanding of abstract word meaning could potentially lead to an easier 

emergence of the lexical/surface-form component of word representations rather than the 

semantic one, whereas acquisition of concrete words could be more easily focused on their 

semantics. This allows us to make an assumption that activation of the brain areas responsible 

for creation of holistic word representation (lexical and perhaps phonological word form 

structure) at the very initial stages of abstract word processing contributes to a better acquisition 

of its meaning. 

However, the EEG results revealed more differences in brain activation related to 

concrete words processing. In the 1st interval (96-116 ms), a more negative response in the right 

frontal area and a more positive response in the right tempo-parietal area on pseudoword 

competitors of concrete words (vs novel concrete words) were found, whereas no differences in 

brain activation for pseudoword competitors of abstract words (vs novel abstract words) were 

revealed. This suggests that novel abstract words do not differ from pseudowords at initial 

processing level. Activation of the anterior parts of prefrontal cortex indicates that working 

memory processes and the expectation of a sensory event [91] appear at the very initial level of 

sensory processing of concrete words. Therefore, fronto-temporal brain activation may be related 
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to processes of distinguishing between novel concrete words and their competitors 

(pseudowords). 

More positive brain responses in the frontal lobe and more negative responses in the left 

tempo-parietal area for pseudoword competitors of abstract words in comparison with 

pseudowords competitors of concrete words in the 3rd interval (196-216 ms) may be related to 

different degrees of involvement of working memory in the processing of presented stimuli. 

These results indirectly confirm the differences in the processing and acquisition of abstract and 

concrete semantics. Moreover, additional support of this conclusion can be found in distinct 

changes of brain responses on pseudoword competitors of concrete and abstract words in 

comparison with control pseudowords. Hence, this allows us to conclude that the acquisition of 

concrete words is associated with increased attention processes [92], updating of working 

memory contents [93], and more intensive sensory processing of the stimulus in comparison with 

abstract words, for which brain activation is less focal. 

The results also support the hypothesis of interference (rather than similarity) of brain 

areas, which participate in concrete and abstract word processing [77]. Differences in the second 

interval (136-156 ms) in the activity of the anterior temporal regions of the left and right 

hemispheres, dorsal frontal and central areas with more positive responses in the right 

hemisphere and negative in the left hemisphere for concrete words (compared to abstract ones) 

additionally indicate involvement of brain areas functionally associated with attention and 

working memory, awareness of information, activation of speech regions in the acquisition of 

concrete words. This explains why participants were more successful in acquisition of concrete 

semantics in contrast to abstract ones. 

To further assess the role of distinct brain regions in the acquisition of abstract and 

concrete words, correlations between ERPs and behavioral data were also analysed. The 

correlation between the activation of the right occipital and lateral parietal regions in the second 

interval (136-156 ms) and accuracy of the lexical decision task for abstract words suggests the 

essential role of processing of word form visual properties, activation of the centers of written 

text perception and developing of lexical representation of novel word forms for their 

acquisition. This probably can be explained with the absence of physical referents of abstract 

words and thus the importance of pure word form memorizing for the acquisition of abstract 

semantics. 

Furthermore, the significant correlations between ERP amplitudes and successful 

acquisition of concrete and abstract word meanings (in free-form and multiple-choice definition 

tasks) emphasize the role of the left parietal region in semantic processing. Additionally, for 

concrete words, activation of the right temporal region (2nd interval) was observed. We can 
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assume that this area, associated with cognitive access, visual stimulus interpretation and 

working memory processes, plays a more crucial role in the acquisition of concrete words. 

The revealed correlations between the brain areas and different assessment tasks may 

suggest that sensory processing of visual stimuli is essential for creation of initial word form 

representation of abstract words, while visualization, structuring, modeling (developing of a 

holistic word representation) processes, written speech comprehension (Wernicke’s area) are 

crucial for acquisition of abstract semantics. 
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5 General discussion and future directions 

This year (the final year of the initially funded three-year project), we focused our efforts 

on the following main research strands: 

(1) fast mapping of new meaningful words in pre-school children, addressed using ERP 

techniques;  

(2) effects of articulation on the learning of novel words in the adult brain, addressed 

using: 

(a) EEG technique to record neural correlates of word acquisition with/without 

articulation;  

(b) tDCS to influence learning outcomes by stimulating language areas of Broca and 

Wernicke;  

(3) neural correlates of abstract vs. concrete word learning, addressed using EEG/ERP 

methods. 

All of these lines of research have been successfully implemented, generating novel 

results sheding new light on the brain processes of learning. 

With respect to the fast-mapping investigation in pre-schoolers, the current study is the 

first to apply neural dynamics together with behavioral learning assessment to investigate the 

effect of sensorimotor (articulatory) training during associative semantic learning task for rapid 

build-up of neural representations for word forms with native phonology in developing brain. 

Overall, the analysis of ERP data revealed only a nearly significant effect of articulatory training 

registered in the 391-441 ms and 480-530 ms time windows with more pronounced differences 

in ERPs amplitude for learnt familiar items. Nevertheless, LORETA analysis revealed bilaterally 

increased activity in temporal lobe and Brodmann area 22 with maximum activity remained in 

right hemisphere for learnt novel words presented after articulatory training. Further detailed 

analysis is needed to estimate cortical sources of the articulatory training-related ERP dynamics. 

Also, the results revealed a significant effect of learning in later 646-696 ms interval in medial 

electrode cluster and nearly significant effect – for the cluster over left hemisphere, indicating a 

significant difference between stimuli presented in nonarticulated condition and control items. 

Moreover, for this time window, increased negativity in ERP amplitude was found for control 

pseudowords in comparison to learnt nonarticulated pseudowords as well as to all other 

nonarticulated stimuli. Thus, it could be proposed that a semantic learning task leads to an 

enhanced memory trace activation for both novel and familiar items, possibly indicating rapid 

formation of new word form representations as well as further strengthening of the pre-existing 

representations of familiar words. LORETA analysis confirmed an increased activity in left 

temporal region for all types of learnt word forms and revealed an increased dense current source 
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in the left frontal lobe elicited by novel words forms after semantic training task. This may 

indicate that in the developing brain the pre-existing neural networks specialized in mastering the 

mother tongue are involved in the processing of the new word forms with native phonology [57]-

[58]. 

With respect to articulation studies in adults, to the best of our knowledge, the reported 

studies are the first to apply a comprehensive set of learning regimes in combination with both 

brain recordings and neurostimulation to explore the word-leaning mechanisms. The EEG results 

demonstrate a complex effect of contextual training and articulatory learning on ERP indices of 

word acquisition. While some of the response dynamics (such as overall smaller amount of ERP 

amplitude change in articulatory condition) suggest interference between motor demands and 

contextual word acquisition processes, leading to less expressed memory trace development, 

other aspects of the response pattern indicate a more profound influence of articulation on EE 

acquisition. This explicit acquisition mode, more reliant on the executive control network, may 

more readily integrate with the motor system and the set-up of new articulatory programmes in 

the learning process. It stands to reason that the FM learning, reliant on inference and mutual 

exclusion [48], would naturally not benefit from turning the subject’s attention to the surface 

form and its phonological/articulatory make-up, which is exactly what we find here. Overall, the 

results again highlight the differences in brain mechanisms for EE and FM types of learning 

[94]. Furthermore, they clearly indicate that adding articulatory component to new word 

acquisition may have a dramatic impact on the brain processes underpinning it. Future 

investigations should scrutinize these effects in more details (including cortical sources of the 

effects found) and link them to behavioural outcomes of the learning process. 

Similarly complex patterns were found in the tDCS counterpart of this study. We 

modulated stimulation polarity (anodal, cathodal, sham/placebo), stimulation site (Broca, 

Wernicke), and word-form novelty (novel stimuli, familiar control words). Learning outcomes 

were tested immediately after the learning session using lexical decision task and semantic word-

picture matching task. Our results indicate that tDCS of core language areas can influence the 

integration of newly learned words into the existing semantic system [95]. Overall, it appears 

that new word forms were mastered most efficiently after stimulation of Broca’s area, 

highlighting its role not only in speech production but also in comprehension and word 

acquisition. This was true for the semantic level (demonstrated by the word-picture matching 

task and semantic decision task). On the lexical level (recognition task), the most effective 

method for newly learned words was for articulation and stimulation of Wernicke’s area. These 

differences clearly indicated that, even though tDCS is considered to have low neuroanatomical 

precision, site-specific stimulation could lead to selective changes in performance in lexical, 
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semantic and possibly articulatory tasks. Future studies are still needed that could disentangle 

generalised and area- and polarity-specific effects of tDCS on learning as well as the 

mechanisms through which they take place in the brain. Some of such studies are planned for the 

extended period of the project (see below). 

With respect to the EEG investigations of concrete vs. abstract word acquisition, the 

results of the current project generally confirm the existing evidence of «concreteness effect» 

previously described in the literature [74]-[76], even though the direction of this effect is not 

fully in line with the previous studies. We suggest [96] that processing of abstract words is 

accompanied by additional cognitive load, which is partially supported by the positive 

correlation between their semantic matching accuracy and the amplitude of early activation in 

the left-central parietal area. Difficulties in understanding of abstract word meaning could 

potentially lead to an easier emergence of the lexical/surface-form component of word 

representations rather than the semantic one, whereas acquisition of concrete words could be 

more easily focused on their semantics. These results confirm the differences in the processing 

and acquisition of abstract and concrete semantics. Moreover, additional support of this 

conclusion can be found in distinct changes of brain responses on pseudoword competitors of 

concrete and abstract words in comparison with control pseudowords. This allows us to 

tentatively conclude that the acquisition of concrete words is associated with increased attention 

processes [92], updating of working memory contents [93], and more intensive sensory 

processing of the stimulus in comparison with abstract words, for which brain activation is less 

focal. The results also support the hypothesis of interference (rather than similarity) of brain 

areas, which participate in concrete and abstract word processing [94]. Differences in the second 

interval in the activity of the anterior temporal regions of the left and right hemispheres, dorsal 

frontal and central areas with more positive responses in the right hemisphere and negative in the 

left hemisphere for concrete words (compared to abstract ones) additionally indicate involvement 

of brain areas functionally associated with attention and working memory, awareness of 

information, activation of speech regions in the acquisition of concrete words. This explains why 

participants were more successful in acquisition of concrete semantics in contrast to abstract 

ones. Finally, the revealed correlations between the brain areas and different assessment tasks 

may suggest that sensory processing of visual stimuli is essential for creation of initial word form 

representation of abstract words, while visualization, structuring, modeling (developing of a 

holistic word representation) processes, written speech comprehension (Wernicke’s area) are 

crucial for acquisition of abstract semantics. 
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Future directions 

To date, having established and built a new cognitive neuroscience facility at the host 

institution, we have been able to show electrophysiological correlates of rapid build-up of new 

memory traces for novel word forms, demonstrate distinct neural mechanisms underpinning 

different types of natural learning as well as diverging neural activation patters for acquiring 

different types of semantics, describe electrophysiological correlates of immediate neural 

plasticity underpinning formation of new word representations after a single-shot learning as 

well as demonstrate techniques for non-invasive modulation of neural learning processes using 

brain stimulation tools (see above as well as previous reports for details). As much as this 

research has answered some questions about the neurolinguistic systems of the human brain, it 

opens further ones up, which will be addressed during the extension period of the present project.  

The main goals set for the next two years of the project are three-fold: 

1. In order to more comprehensively describe and specify the neural mechanisms 

underpinning human language learning, we will directly follow up on the results obtained to 

date, using them as a starting point to further advance our research designs and techniques and to 

address the open questions posed by our ongoing project research, first of all those related to 

different types of semantic learning and their neural underpinnings, which have been identified 

by us and are now in need of further specification. 

2. Using the newly established lab infrastructure and the techniques developed at the 

lab, we will extend the previously developed research program and go beyond its original 

research agenda to query the brain’s word learning mechanisms using anatomically more precise 

tools and neurophysiologically more advanced approaches. 

3. In the process of carrying out this research, we will also continue to build up and 

expand the infrastructure of the newly established lab to ensure its position among the most 

advanced cognitive neuroscience and experimental psychology facilities in Russia, and thus 

enable the hosting institution to carry out the widest possible range of research into brain and 

behavior, including that both within and outside the scope of the current project. 

Within these overarching strategic goals, the project will target the following seven 

specific objectives: 

1. Detailed specification of neural correlates of rapid implicit and explicit semantic 

learning using EEG, including patterns of neural activity underpinning online acquisition of 

meaning and optimized protocols aimed at assessing lexico-semantic cortical plasticity. The 

currently available passive event-related potential (ERP) measures will be complemented by an 

extended further range of semantically specific neurophysiological and cognitive tasks. 

2. Comprehensive investigation of the neural substrates underpinning acquisition of 
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concrete and abstract semantic knowledge using transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). 

Our present results have shown a clear effect of Wernicke area’s tDCS stimulation on concrete 

and abstract word acquisition. At the next stage of this endeavor, other key areas and right-

hemispheric language area homologues will be tackled to address the specificity of the 

stimulation effect and potential roles of these brain structures in different types of semantic 

processing. 

3. Oscillatory neural patterns underpinning acquisition of different semantic types. 

Whereas we have so far documented ERP indices of rapid word learning, the evidence available 

in the literature suggests specific roles for different bands of neural oscillations in processing 

various aspects of language information. Their role in learning, however, remains elusive and 

will be addressed here. 

4. Combined EEG-tDCS investigations of mechanisms underpinning neurostimulation 

effects on word acquisition. tDCS effects on the brain function, while demonstrating clear 

behavioral changes, remain unexplained with respect to their neurophysiological mechanisms. 

We will use combined EEG-tDCS recordings to determine online changes in 

electrophysiological word learning dynamics and rapid cortical plasticity under different tDCS 

regimes. 

5. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) investigations of causal relationships 

between specific brain areas and word learning processes. Whereas EEG dynamics can suggest 

potential brain loci contributing to cognitive neurolinguistic functions (such as anterior-temporal 

lobe of superior-temporal gyrus), it cannot provide causal evidence. tDCS, on the other hand, 

while providing mild modulatory effect, does not ensure neuroanatomical precision of the 

stimulation. The more focal and anatomically precise TMS, a new technique in the lab, will be 

used to specify the neuroanatomical substrates underpinning different types of learning. 

6. Establish the use of novel facilities and techniques in the lab, most importantly TMS 

and combined tDCS-EEG, not available previously either at the host institution or in the vast 

majority of Russian research centers, and integrate them with the already established laboratory 

infrastructure as well as train the personnel in their use. These additional neurophysiological 

tools, in combination with the already available equipment, will enable us to carry out a wide 

range of comprehensive research into the brain foundations of behavior and cognition. 

7. Staff development and internationalization. We will develop the expertise available at 

the lab through training, education and degree programs (including a number of dissertation 

defenses by staff), attendance of international meetings, summer schools and conferences. We 

will establish further research collaborations with other research groups nationally and 

internationally. Finally, we will continue to increase the international visibility and profile of the 
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new lab by organizing the already highly successful series of international conferences on the 

neurobiology of speech and language and engaging in academic and public science events, 

initiatives and media activities. 

The anticipated scientific outcome of the next period of this project implementation will 

be breakthroughs in understanding the neural processing of language and learning, ultimately 

leading to new methodologies in tracking and modulating the learning processes with the view of 

developing amelioration techniques for neurocognitive deficits in learning, development and 

language. These will be reflected in a range of peer-reviewed publications in leading 

international and national journals. The outcome for Russian higher-education system will be 

key developments in multi-disciplinary environment in St. Petersburg that will foster advances in 

students’ skills and expertise, and will promote research-driven education at the cutting edge of 

cognitive neuroscience. The laboratory will host students’ research work, Master and PhD theses 

and will contribute to new cognitive neuroscience courses to be incorporated into the university’s 

curriculum. The project will ensure for the host institution its position among the most advanced 

cognitive neuroscience and experimental psychology centers in Russia, enabling the widest 

possible range of research into brain and behavior. 
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Appendix A 

Дополнительная информация по результатам проведения исследования 

1 Предоставление запроса, протокола исследования и отчета об отклонениях от 

протокола для рассмотрения в Этическом комитете СПбГУ 

От Этического комитета СПбГУ получены уведомления об одобрении форм 

информированного согласия и процедуры проведения исследования на людях (протокол 

№ 90 от 20.02.2019): «Информированное согласие на проведение исследования, 

заключающегося в восприятии предъявляемых с помощью персонального компьютера 

изображений и звуковых сигналов для усвоения новых понятий; 

электроэнцефалографическое обследование, МРТ или микрополяризационное 

воздействие». 

 

2 Оснащение лаборатории оборудованием и расходными материалами для 

проведения исследования 

Закуплено следующее оборудование: 

1) Айтрекер (окулограф) GazePoint3 60Гц с программным обеспечением 

Нейробюро. 

2) Электроэнцефалограф “Нейровизор-36Т” для научных исследований в составе:  

36-ти канальный усилитель “NVX36T”; 

программное обеспечение; 

стойка для усилителя; 

электроды MCScap-CS22 Ag/AgCl; 

электроды MCScap-CS22SS нержавеющая сталь; 

текстильный шлем; 

ленточный фиксатор.  

3) Комплекс для навигационной транскраниальной магнитной стимуляции, в 

комплект которого включен магнитный стимулятор MagPro Compact с 

принадлежностями (кабель внешней синхронизации,  индуктор 8-образный с 

регулятором интенсивности, тележка, кресло). 

4) Навигационная система для исследования мозга человека в магнитном поле 

Localite TMS Navigator, в составе которого 

основной модуль контроля ориентирования Vicra;  

стойка для модуля Vicra;  

программное обеспечение Basic;  

программное обеспечение MRLess;  
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компьютер в комплекте c клавиатурой и мышкой;  

монитор 24 дюйма;  

ТМС интерфейсный модуль;  

ножной переключатель;   

навигационные сферы;  

навигационная указка для регистрации; калибровочная пластина;  

трекер для головы, клеящийся;  

клеящиеся подушечки;  

универсальный трекер с держателем для магнитного индуктора;  

программное обеспечение MR-Based.  

5) Батарея психологических методов исследования когнитивной сферы личности.  

6) Система виртуальной реальности HTC VIVE Pro Full Kit. 

А также для обновления лаборатории комплектующими и расходными материалами были 

закуплены: адаптер LiveAmp / actiCAP, включая электроды Ref and GND, набор 

actiPOWER,  электродный гель, запасные электроды и разъемы, ЭЭГ-шлемы, 

дезинфицирующие жидкости для обработки электродов и шапочек, шприцы для введения 

геля, оборудование для очистки электродов, гигиенические принадлежности для 

психофизиологических экспериментов. 

 

3 Опубликованы статьи в научных изданиях, индексируемых в базе данных 

Web of Science 

Выходные данные статей:  

1. Shtyrov  Y.Y. Shcherbakova  O.V.,  Kirsanov A.S. Explicitly Slow, Implicitly Fast, or the 

Other Way Around? Brain Mechanisms for Word Acquisition // Frontiers in human 

neuroscience. 2019. Vol. 13(116). DOI: 10.3389/fnhum.2019.00116 

2. Kimppa L., Shtyrov Y., Hut S.C.A., Hedlund L., Leminen M., Leminen A. Acquisition of 

L2 morphology by adult language learners // CORTEX. 2019.Vol. 116.DOI: 

10.1016/j.cortex.2019.01.012 

3. Blagovechtchenski E., Gnedykh D., Kurmakaeva D., Mkrtychian N., Kostromina S., 

Shtyrov Y. Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) of Wernicke's and Broca's Areas in 

Studies of Language Learning and Word Acquisition // Journal of visualized experiments. 2019, 

ISSUE 149.DOI: 10.3791/59159 

4. Mkrtychian N., Blagovechtchenski E., Kurmakaeva D., Gnedykh D., Kostromina S. and 

Shtyrov Y. Concrete vs. abstract semantics: From mental representations to functional brain 

mapping // Frontiers in human neuroscience. 2019, Vol.13(267).DOI: 
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10.3389/fnhum.2019.00267 

5. Vasilyeva M.J., Knyazeva V.M., Aleksandrov A.A.,  Shtyrov Y.Y. Neurophysiological 

correlates of fast mapping of novel words in the adult brain // Frontiers in human neuroscience. 

2019, Vol.13(304).DOI: 10.3389/fnhum.2019.00304 

6. Vukovic N., Shtyrov Y., Learning with the wave of the hand: Kinematic and TMS 

evidence of primary motor cortex role in category-specific encoding of word meaning // 

Neuroimage. 2019, Vol.202(UNSP 116179). DOI: 10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116179 

7.  Hyder R., Højlund A.,  Jensen M.,  Østergaard K.,  Shtyrov Y. Objective assessment of 

automatic language comprehension mechanisms in the brain: Novel E/MEG paradigm // 

Psychophysiology 

 

4 Перечень мероприятий и документы, подтверждающие участие в 

конференциях 

Члены научного коллектива участвовали в следующих конференциях: 

• XV Международная конференция "Architectures and Mechanisms of Language 

Processing (AMLaP) 2019, Москва, Россия.  

• Конференция “Наука будущего”, Сочи, Россия. 

• XVI Европейский психологический конгресс (ЕСР2019), Москва, Россия. 

• Третья международная конференция MEG Nord 2019, Йювяскуля, Финляндия. 

• 21-ая конференция Европейского общества когнитивной психологии, Тенерифе, 

Испания. 

• Первая летняя школа Междисциплинарных исследований динамики мозговых 

сетей, Терцолас, Италия. 

• 11-ая конференция Сообщества нейробиологии языка и речи (Neurobiology of 

Language Conference), Хельсинки, Финляндия. 

• Отчетная научная конференция факультета психологии - итоги 2018 года, Санкт-

Петербург, Россия. 

• ЦЕНТРАЛЬНЫЕ МЕХАНИЗМЫ РЕЧИ, посвященная памяти проф. Н.Н. 

Трауготт ,Санкт-Петербург, Россия. 

• Парадоксы сознания — 2019: теоретические проблемы категоризации,  Санкт-

Петербург, Россия. 

• БОЛЬШИЕ ВЫЗОВЫ ДЛЯ ОБЩЕСТВА, ГОСУДАРСТВА И НАУКИ, Сочи, 

Россия. 

• Ананьевские чтения — 2019. Психология обществу, государству, политике, 

Санкт-Петербург, Россия  
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• Конференция Psy-Вышка: “Актуальные проблемы психологической науки”, 

Москва, Россия 

• 14.Конференция молодых ученых "Психология - наука будущего", Москва, 

Россия. 

 

5 Прохождение обучения, переподготовки или повышения квалификации 

научным коллективом 

Научный коллектив принял участие в следующих курсах повышениях квалификации: 

o "Направления и подходы в психолингвистике" (Trends and Topics in 

Neurolinguistics), Наймеген, Нидерланды. 

o "Познание, речь и мозг" (Cognition, Communication, and the Brain), Хельсинки, 

Финляндия. 

o "МЕ303 Статистические методы обработки многомерных данных в 

социологических исследованиях" (Statistical Methods for Multivariate Data in 

Social Science Research), Лондон, Великобритания. 

o "Изучение языка с помощью ЭЭГ" (Investigating language with EEG), Экспоо, 

Финляндия. 

• "Программирование в R" (R Programming), Курс Университета Джона Хонкинса 

на интернет-платформе «Coursera», Санкт-Петербург, Россия. 

o "Получение и чистка данных" (Getting and Cleaning Data), Курс Университета 

Джона Хонкипса на интернет-платформе «Coursera», Санкт-Петербург, Россия. 

• "Исследовательский анализ данных" (Exploratory Data Analysis), Курс 

Университета Джона Хонкинса на интернет-платформе «Coursera», Санкт-

Петербург, Россия. 

• "Статистические выводы" (Statistical Inference), Курс Университета Джона 

Хонкинса на интернет-платформе «Coursera», Санкт-Петербург, Россия. 

 

6 Документы, подтверждающие проведение научного семинара 

Коллективом Лаборатории поведенческой нейродинамики организованы следующие 

научные мероприятия: 

1) Международная научная конференции «Когнитивная нейробиология речи» (Приказ № 

2928/1 от 02.04.2019, прошел с 01.05.2019 по 05.06.2019 (Главное здание СПбГУ, Санкт-

Петербург, Россия);  

2) V Международный зимний симпозиум по экспериментальным исследованиям языка и 

речи «The Night Whites Language Workshop» (Приказ № 10923/1 от 01.11.2019), прошел в 
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период с 16.12.2019 по 17.12.2019 (факультет свободных искусств СПбГУ, Санкт-

Петербург, Россия). 

 

7 Интернет-сайт научной лаборатории  

Поддерживалась работа сайта лаборатории: http://cogneuro.spbu.ru/ 
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